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ABSTRACT
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M.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1981

Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1984

Directed by:

Professor James C.W. Chien and

Professor Frank E. Karasz

Polyacetylene

,

(CH)^, has attracted widespread interest of chemists

and physicists since the demonstration of doping and the attainment of

high conductivity.

The purpose of this dissertation work was to

contribute to the elucidation of the chemical mechanisms of doping, the
phys ical mechanisms of conduction, and the nature of the semiconductor-

to-metal (SM) transition.

Transport properties and electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) were studied as

a

function of temperature

and dopant concentration* especially at low doping levels.

Samples prepared and studied included cis --[CH(I^)y]^, trans-

[CHdg)^]^, cis-[CH(AsF5)y]^, and trans-[CH(AsF5)y]^, with 10"^
10 ^.

<

y

To dope down to parts per million radioactive iodine-125 and

gamma counting were used; traces of arsenic were analyzed by atomic

absorption spectrometry.
For the first time

a

series of (CH)^ samples doped below the SM

transition was available, and this transition could be more clearly

vii

<

defined.

Cis- [CH(Ij)y]^ and trans- [CH(Ij)^]^ exhibited nearly identical

thermopower and conductivity transitions with the midpoint at y -

7

x

10-4.

Cis" and trans- (CH)^ doped slowly with AsF^ were devoid of a sharp

conductivity transition, indicating inhomogeneous doping.

Using

a

modified cyclic AsF^ doping procedure on trans -(CH)^ gave materials with
thermopower and conductivity transitions identical to trans- rCHd^)^-] j..
Cis- (CH)^ could not be uniformly doped with AsF^.

Temperature dependence of conductivity of (CH)^ lightly doped with
iodine was measured to evaluate the conduction mechanism.

[CHd^)^]^* y

<

10

,

For trans-

the intersoliton hopping model fit the best.

room temperature conductivity as

a

The

function of dopant concentration

compared well with intersoliton hopping predictions.
For the first time a systematic EPR saturation study on undoped and
doped polyacetylenes has been performed and spin-lattice (T^) and spinspin (T2) relaxation times were determined.

That 10 parts per million

of iodine lowers T^ of trans- (CH)^ is evidence of high soliton mobility
and uniform doping.

The saturation behavior of cis- (CH)^ supports the

existence of confined sol i tons in that isomer.

From the effect of

dopant concentration on EPR intensity, chemical mechanisms of doping are

proposed which are also consistent with observed transport properties.

viii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

I.

Conducting Polymers

We have traditionally considered polymers as electrical insulators
and dielectrics, and for the most part still do.

However these views

are being supplemented by the discovery of semiconducting,

conducting,

and even superconducting polymers.

The electrically active materials used in devices such as computers,

batteries, and communication equipment are usually metals, ceramics, and
The use of these materials may be limited by

inorganic semiconductors.

factors such as weight, mechanical properties, difficulty in

fabrication, poor corrosion resistance, availability, and cost.
Polymers, however, are finding applications in many areas because of
their desirable properties such as low cost, processibility, toughness,

high strength to weight ratio, and the ability of molecular tailoring to
achieve desired properties.

The addition of electrical conductivity to

this list of properties would surely make an attractive material.^

Modest conductivities can be obtained by preparing composites of
conducting materials in

a

polymer matrix.

Polymers such as

polycarbonate, nylon 6-6, and poly(vinyl chloride) can be filled with
metal particles or carbon black to increase conductivity while retaining
or even enhancing the mechanical properties.

A number of such systems

are commercially available and used for video discs, electromagnetic

shielding, and static charge elimination. 2

1

2

A second approach

modification of the intrinsic bulk properties

is

of the polymer by pyrolysis.

The chemical structures of the product and

starting material are different, and often heteroatoms are eliminated to
form an aromatic structure similar to graphite.

One of the best known

of these polymers is black Orion formed by the pyrolysis of

polyacrylonitr ile

The products can be formed into powders,

•

films, or

sheets, but most are used in composites, mainly for their mechanical

properties

.

However the list of electrical applications of these

materials is growing

,

The third approach is to prepare polymers which by virtue of their

chemical structure have

electricity.

a

backbone which permits the conduction of

Presently the only intrinsically conducting polymer

poly(sulfur nitride),

(SN)^.

is

Other polymers with conjugated backbones

are insulators or semiconductors which must be doped (oxidized or

reduced) to achieve high conductivity.

Polyacetylene,

(CH)^, was the first and still remains the most

attractive of the dopable polymers

conductivity (0) of (CH)

.

Figure

1

.

1

shows the increase in

when iodine or bromine is added, increasing

from values typical of semiconductors nearly to values typical of

metals.^

The conductivities in units of (0 cm)~^ of (CH)^ and

insulators, semiconductors, and metals are compared in Figure 1,2.^

By

chemical treatment the conductivity of (CH)^ can be varied over 14

orders of magnitude from insulating to near metals such as bismuth and
mercury.

Other conducting polymers are shown in Figure 1.3 and their doped
conductivities are listed in Table 1.1.

These conducting polymers have

.

3

Figure 1.1.

on the
Effect of iodine (i) and bromine (•)
is the mole
conductivity of trans- (CH)^. where y

(CHBry)^ (from
fraction of dopant in (CHIy)^ and
reference 4)

4

5

Figure 1.2.

Conductivities of

((^H)^ and

(from reference 5),

various other materials

og or

D

Ag,Cu

*

^ 1

f

4 -

Fe
Bi

metals

-(SN).
+

2 -

Insb

0 -

Ge

_

2

semic o nduc tors
Si

—

4

-tCslDS-

(CH)x
6

glass

insulators

DNA

—

diamond_
sulfui

quartz

8

-

10

-

12

-

-H-16

-

-18

-I

—
-1

(ohm cm)

;

7

Figure 1.3,

Conducting poljnners

:

polyacetylene

(a)

polypyrrole; (c) poly(£-phenylene )

;

(d)

I

(b)

poly(£-

phenylene vinylene); (e) poly(^-phenylene sulfide);
(f)

poly(l,6-heptadiyne)

(h.)

poly(plienylene oxide)

(g)

;

I

(

i)

poly(m-phenylene )
polythiophene.

8

9

Table 1.1

Room temperature Conductivities of Some Doped Polymers
(From Reference 6).

Fundamental
Repeat Unit
(See Figure 1.3)

(a)

Conductivity

Dopant

AsFc

h

cm)'-*^

(fi

560
360

(b)

BF4-

100

(c)

AsFr

145

(d)

ASF5

3

(e)

ASF5

1

(f)

h

0.1

(g)

AsFj

10"^

(h)

ASF5

10"^

(i)

h

3

X 10-4

10

conjugation and similar backbones like polyacetylene

,

but with aromatic

A general observation has been that the

rings or heteroatoms added.

conjugation required for high conductivity also imparts some undesirable
properties such as inflexibility, insolubility, and instability in air
due to oxidation.

Conducting polymers may be useful in applications to replace metals
and semiconductors which are scarce or have other disadvantages,

listed earlier.

Some possible uses are in lightweight, high energy

density, rechargable batteries,
1

electrode materials,

'

in low cost solar materials,

and as

7

Polyacetylene

II.

Polyacetylene was first synthesized as

a

powder by Natta in 1958,

and during the next decade its electrical, optical,

properties were studied sporadically.
(CH)

as

9-13

and paramagnetic

For the most part, however,

was ignored because of its insolubility and difficulty in

handl ing •

In the early 1970'

Shirakawa discovered the method of

s

simultaneous polymerization and film formation, 14 ' 15 and for the first
time (CH)

was available in

conductivity was demonstrated
in chemistry and physics.

usable form.

a
1

17

^1

'

When doping and high

this field attracted many researchers

Polyacetylene has been the basis of many

symposia, review articles, 1 ' 2 '

5—7 18
'

and books.

The polymerization method involves shaking
of Ti(0-n-C^H^)^/(CHjCH2)3Al on the walls of

acetylene gas

•

a

19—22
a

0.2 M toluene solution

reactor and admitting

The polymerization on the surface of the catalyst is

11

instantaneous and film thickness can be varied from over 200 microns to
just a few microns if polymerized on a substrate.

standing films of 100 - 125

Typically free

were used in this work.

(im

Scanning and

transmission electron microscopy showed that these films are composed of
w

diameter.

«

'

When synthesized at -78°C (CH)^ has the cis- transoid isomeric form
(Figure 1.4a).

The dark lines represent bonds which are slightly longer

than carbon-carbon double bonds and the light lines are bonds which are

Though not drawn, one

slightly shorter then carbon-carbon single bonds.

hydrogen atom is bonded to each carbon.

Heating produces the soliton or

neutral defect by bond rehybridization to form the metastable transcisoid isomer (Figure l«4b).

Bond rotation then occurs to form the

thermodynamically stable trans- transo id (CH)^ (Figure 1.4c).
transoid (CH)

will simply be called cis- (CH)

0A

Cis-

and trans- transo id (CH)

will be called trans-(CE)^.

III.

Basic Physics

A linear polyene chain such as (CH)^ would be expected to be
with equal bond lengths, but such
distortion of index

2

takes place.

a

system is unstable and
This opens up

a

a

a

metal

Peierls

gap at the Fermi

energy, and along with the electronic distortion a lattice distortion

occurs.

The adjacent CH groups move toward each other to form short and

long bonds,

lowering the energy of the system.

This Peierls distortion

accounts for the bond alternation and band gap in (CH)^ and explains why
(CH)^ is not a metal.

12

Figure 1.4.

Formation of neutral soliton and isomerization:
cis-transoid (CH)^:

(b)

trans- cisoid (CH)^;

trans- transoid (CH)^ (from reference 24).

(c)

(a)cis-transoid
1

1

ru-u\r\J'^J~u~\
(b)

trans- cisod

/VV\/VW/AWVA
(

c)

trans -transoid

In trans- (CH)^ two degenerate phases of dimerization are possible
and the boundary occurring between them is a soliton, which can be

neutral (Figure 1.5a), positive (Figure 1,5b), or negative (Figure
1.5c).
The difference between semiconductors, metals, and insulators can be

explained in terms of band theory with density of states diagrams.
Metals (Figure 1.6a) have
(Figure 1.6b) have

a

a

partially filled band.

filled valence band and

a

Semiconductors

vacant conduction band,

and electrons can be thermally activated across the energy gap.

Like

semiconductors, insulators have filled valence bands and vacant

conduction bands but the energy gap is large (Figure 1.6c).

High conductivity

is

achieved in semiconductors by doping with

electron donors or acceptors.

If a donor impurity is added to ((^H)^

below the conduction band, the (CH)^ is reduced, it becomes an n-type
semiconductor, and the carriers are electrons

.

If acceptors are added

above the valence band the (CH)^ is oxidized to form a p-type

semiconductor, and the charge carriers are holes.
in Figure 1.7 where

This is illustrated

= bottom of conduction band,

band, E^ = position of acceptor impurity,

= top of valence

- position of donor

impurity, Ep = Fermi energy, and Eq = band gap.

IV.

Motivation for This Work

Until now most studies of doped polyacetylene have been on fairly

heavily doped samples with more than 0.5 mole % dopant.

This is about

the lower limit of dopant that can easily be measured by weight change
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Figure 1.5,

Soli tons in trans- (CH)^

positive soli ton;

(c)

:

(a)

neutral soli ton;

negative soli ton.
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(C)
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Figure 1.6,

Density states diagrams:
semiconductors ;

(c)

(a)

insulators

metals;

(b)
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Figure 1.7.

Doping of semiconductors.
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of the sample after doping.

At this dopant concentration changes were

seen in many properties including conductivity,

thermopower, spin-

lattice and spin-spin relaxation times, and unpaired spin population.

I

wondered at what dopant concentration these properties began to change;
this would more clearly define the semiconductor-to-metal (SM)

transition.

Special techniques had to be developed to dope with parts per

million of iodine and arsenic pentaf luor ide
For the first time,

,

and to quantify the dopant.

series of doped polyacetylene samples below the SM

transition were available.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and transport properties
(conductivity,
samples.

a,

and thermopower ,

S)

were chosen to study the se doped

The techniques are complementary since EPR provides

information about the neutral solitons, and the changes in S and a are
due to charged solitons.

19

From the EPR intensity (which is proportional to unpaired spin
concentration) chemical mechanisms of doping can be proposed.

The spin

relaxation times provide details on the interaction of spins with the
dopants, and can yield information about neutral soliton dynamics.

A model of conduction in lightly doped (CH)^ was proposed by
Kivelson and with these lightly doped samples the intersoliton hopping

mechanism could be tested.

If this model holds for lightly doped (CH)^,

the question of what concentration of dopant is needed for the mechanism
to

fail can be studied.

Room temperature and variable temperature

measurements were used to test this mechanism.

22

During the course of this work doping with AsF^ was shown to be
nonuniform, based on EPR and a behavior.

This observation could not

have been made if these lightly doped samples were not available.

Techniques were then developed to produce uniformly doped (CH)^,
In Chapter II the measurement methods,

doping procedures will be described.

sample preparation, and

Chapter III contains EPR results

of undoped and doped (CH)^ and discussion of those resutls.

Chapters IV

and V contain room temperature and variable temperature conductivity

results with comparisons to proposed conduction mechanisms.

Four sets of samples were studied extensively:

cis- CCHd^)^]^.

trans-[CH(l3)y]^, cis-[CH(AsFg)^]^. and trans- [CHCAsF^)^]^, with 10"^
y

<

10 ^.

Other dopants were studied less extensively and only at

higher concentrations.

<
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CHAPTER

II

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Some specialized tecliniques and apparatus have been developed for

preparing and studying polyacetylenes.

The first half of this chapter

will describe the synthesis and doping of polyacetylene

,

and the second

half will include details of the characterization methods used.

I.

A.

Sample Preparation

Handling of Air Sensitive Materials
All synthesis, handling, doping, and characterization of

polyacetylenes was done on high vacuum lines or in inert atmospheres.
This was necessary due to the sensitivity of the Ziegler-Natta catalyst

components, the dopants, and the polyacetylene to water vapor or oxygen.
All specialized glassware for handling these air sensitive compounds was

made by the University of Massachusetts glassblowing shop.

Details of

the apparatus including sketches can be found in an earlier dissertation

from this laboratory.^

Vacuum lines

2
.

Vacuum lines were constructed of Pyrex and included

either mercury or oil diffusion pumps and Welch Duo-Seal Model 1400
forepumps.

Liquid nitrogen traps were maintained on both sides of the

diffusion pump.

The high vacuum stopcocks were either 2 mm or 4 mm

ground glass lubricated with Apiezon N hydrocarbon grease or 0-3 mm or
0-5 mm Teflon.

The vacuum lines with Teflon stopcocks were used for

handling highly reactive compounds such as arsenic pentaf luor ide

Vacuum lines included submanifolds of small volumes (ca.

25

8

mm diameter)

26

which could be isolated by stopcocks, and contained three or four 18/9
sockets to which apparatus with 18/9 ball joints could be attached.

vacuum was often measured with an Edwards Penning
always better than 10 ^ torr.

8

The

vacuum gauge and was

Routine tests were made with

a

high

frequency discharge Tesla Coil (Fisher model BD-10 leak detector).

Schlenk apparatus

Solids and

.

1

iquids were handled in Schlenk tubes

of various sizes and styles; all had side arms with stopcocks for inert

gas introduction and tops with stopcocks for evacuation.

Stopcocks were

either ground glass high vacuum greased with Apiezon N or the Teflon
type.

Tops had 18/9 ball joints for attachment to vacuum lines and were

sealed to the Schlenk tubes with either 24/40 or 29/42 ground glass

joints or #25 0-ring joints.

O-rings were constructed of Viton A,

a

copolymer of vinylidine fluoride and hexaf luoropropylene, and were
checked before each use.

After time they became embrittled by iodine or

arsenic pentaf luor ide or swollen by solvents and were discarded.

Large

sample storage tubes were 2.8 x 30 cm with #25 0-ring joints and tops.

Samples were often placed in small sample tubes, 0,8 x 25 cm, with #7 0ring joints and tops, evacuated, and sealed with

Argon purification

.

a

flame.

Purified argon (Linde) was used for

polyacetylene synthesis and storage

,

Schlenk techniques

,

and solvent

The argon was further purified by passing through

reflux and storage.

4.5 X 50 cm column of BASF catalyst R3-11 heated to llO^C to remove

oxygen followed by

a

3

x 60 cm column containing molecular sieves

(Kodak, 13X) and indicating Drierite for further drying.

All gas flow

was through glass or short sections of butyl rubber tubing.

a

Drvbox

A Vacuum/Atmospheres stainless steel drybox with safety-

.

glass front (DLX-OOl-SG) equipped with Pedatrol pressure controller (HE63--P)

and dry train (HE-493) was used for handling undoped and doped

polyacetylenes

Prepurified nitrogen (Merriam Graves) was used and the

.

atmosphere constantly recirculated through the dry train containing

molecular sieves for water removal and
removal.

a

proprietary catalyst for oxygen

The dry train was regenerated weekly by isolating from the

drybox and heating under a flow of nitrogen mixed with 10% hydrogen
(Merriam Graves).

From the length of time

a

cracked light bulb burned

we estimated the presence of just a few ppm of oxygen and water.

3

Manipulations were done with 0.015 inch thick butyl rubber gloves.

The

drybox was equipped with a top loading digital balance with automatic
tare (Mettler A30) accurate to + 0.1 mg.

The box also had feed throughs

for electrical measurements.

Glovebag

.

Occas ionally polyethylene glovebags (Instruments for

Industry and Research, Model X17-17) were used for brief sample
handling.

Prepurified nitrogen (Merriam Graves) was passed through two

columns of indicating Drierite^ the bag was filled and emptied six
times before sample tubes were opened.

Samples were weighed by

transferring to preweighed glass vials with screw caps, weighing on a

Mettler H70 balance on the bench, then returned to the glovebag.

B.

Purification of Materials
Solvent purification .

Toluene and pentance were purified to remove

thiophenes, water, and oxygen.^

Two liters of technical grade solvent

was magnetically stirred with 300 ml concentrated sulfuric acid (Fisher,

28

Reagent ACS) for one day, then for another day with
acid.

a

fresh portion of

The solvent was washed three times with 500 mL portions of

distilled water, two times with 500 mL portions of 10% NaOH (Fisher
Certified ACS), and at least five times with distilled water until
neutral by litmus paper test.

Solvents were dried at least three days

over anhydrous MgSO^ (Fisher, ACS certified) then filtered and poured
into stills containing crushed CaH2 (Fisher purified)

for storage*

Solvents were refluxed under argon flow, and when needed, were collected
in a reservoir above and removed through a spout under argon flow.

For polyace tylene synthesis these solvents were collected from the
still under argon in 300 mL storage bottles containing a Teflon stopcock

To the toluene was added 0,5 mL triethyl

and 18/9 ball joint on top.

aluminum (Ethyl corporation);

a

few grams of crushed calcium hydride

The solvents were degassed by five freeze-

was added to the pentane.

pump-thaw cycles and brief pumping at room temperature.

These evacuated

solvents were transferred to reactors and Schlenk tubes by distillation

through the vacuum line submanifold.

Acetylene purification

.

Acetylene (Linde purified grade) with

a

Matheson Model 6103 series flash arrestor on the regulator was purified
by passing through two 400 mL bubblers, each containing 150 mL
concentrated sulfuric acid (Fisher, Reagent ACS) to remove acetone^ and
two 2.5 X 50 cm tubes of molecular sieves (Kodak,

removal.

13X) for water

The system was purged for 30 minutes and the acetylene was

discarded in the hood.

A three-way stopcock was turned to allow

acetylene flow through the vacuum submanifold and into an evacuated and

29

dried two liter glass bulb equipped with

a

Teflon stopcock and 18/9 ball

joint on top and a 2.5 x 10 cm cold finger on bottom*

atmosphere of acetylene was reached by reading

a

liquid nitrogen and pumped to degasj three more

CAUTION

mercury manometer the

The acetylene was condensed into the cold finger with

flow was stopped.

followed.

When one

:

f reeze-pump-thaw

cycles

Acetylene is inflammable and can be explos ive at
Pressures used here never exceeded

pressures near two atmospheres.^'^
one atmosphere.

Arsenic pentaf luoride purification

.

A lecture bottle of arsenic

pentaf luor ide (Ozark Mahoning) was connected by glass and Cajon
stainless steel tubing to

a

vacuum line manifold in

a

hood.

A one liter

Pyrex bulb with Teflon stopcock and 18/9 ball joint on top and 2.5 x 10
cm cold finger on bottom was also attached to the vacuum line and

evacuated for three days.

This bulb was to be used for arsenic

pentaf luoride storage and was thoroughly flame dried three times.

The

vacuum line and bulb were pretreated by expanding small volumes of AsF^
into the system three times and pumping for fifteen minutes between each

addition.

The bulb was filled with 500 to 800 torr of AsF^ by reading a

mercury manometer*

The AsF^ was condensed in the cold finger with

liquid nitrogen, pumped for 15 minutes, thawed,

with

a

pentane slush bath

then frozen to -131**C

and pumped for 20 minutes.

Pumping at -196**C

removed noncondensable impurities; pumping at -131°C removed volatiles,

especially SiF^ and CF^.

After treatment in this manner no HF or AsF^
Q

were shown to be present,

CAUTION

:

AsF^

is

extremely corrosive and

toxic and must be carefully handled in closed systems in a hood;

contact with water produces HF,^

,
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Polyacetylene Synthesis

C.

Cis- polyacetylene film was prepared by
Shirakawa, et al.^'^^ described in

Reactor
with

a

A glass reactor^ (5 cm

.

a

method similar to that of

dissertation from this laboratory.^
x 30 cm)

was equipped on one side

0-5 mm Teflon stopcock for argon inlet, on the other side

a

ring joint for attachment of

ring joint.

a

washing bottle, and on the top

The reactor was capped by a dome having

a

a

a

#7 0-

#50 0-

#50 0-ring joing

on the bottom and on the top a #7 0-ring joint connected to a 0-5 mm

Teflon stopcock and 18/9 ball joint.

The 300 mL washing bottle with 0-5

Teflon stopcock and 18/9 ball joint on top was connected to the reactor

with a #7 0-ring joint on the side.

The Viton 0-rings were lightly

greased with Dow Corning high vacuum silicone grease and glass pieces
were held together with metal clamps.

vacuum line by

a

The reactor was connected to the

1/4 x 12 inch Cajon flexible stainless steel tube,

evacuated overnight, and flame dried twice

Catalyst preparation

.

Ca.

20 mL toluene was cryogenically distilled

into the reactor through the vacuum line submanifold.

Under argon flow

1.7 mL TKO-n-C^H^)^ (Alfa Products) was syringed into the reactor using
a

dry

5

mL matched barrel glass syringe (Popper and Sons, Inc.) with

Luer-Lok tip and 18 gauge stainless steel needle.
was very lightly coated with Apiezon N grease.

a

The syringe barrel

The titanium

tetrabutoxide had been distilled under reduced pressure with argon bleed
(155-160**C at ca. 1 mm Hg)^^ and stored under argon in a Schlenk tube in

the dark.

The reactor was cooled to -78**C with a dry ice/ethanol bath and 2.7
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mL A1(CH2CH2)^ (Ethyl Corporation) was added dropwise from
syringe and 20 gauge needle.
in a metal

a

10 mL

The triethylaluminum was used as purchased

Alkyltainer with argon inlet and

brass nut closure.

a

The reactor was closed, warmed to room temperature , then the
The reactor was briefly evacuated at

catalyst was aged for 30 minutes*

room temperature then cooled to -78**C and pumped and frequently agitated
for 20 minutes to degas.

Polymerization
to the

.

The 2 L bulb of acetylene at 760 torr was connected

submanifold adjacent to the reactor.

The reactor was removed

from the cold bath and catalyst was distributed on the walls by shaking
and swirling the reactor.

The catalyst was allowed to drip down the

reactor walls for five seconds then acetylene was admitted through the
top stopcock and the reactor was immediately returned to the dry ice

bath.

Polyacetylene film was formed wherever the reactor walls had been

wet by the catalyst, and after 15 minutes and 200-300 torr C2H2 uptake
the reactor stopcock was closed.

removed with

a

Under argon flow the catalyst was

50 mL glass syringe and 16 gauge needle inserted through

the #7 0-ring joint at the top of the reactor.

The pol3rmer film near

the bottom of the reactor was repeatedly punctured to facilitate removal

of the catalyst beneath it.

Washing

.

The reactor was evacuated for 30 minutes then 100 mL

pentane was distilled into the side washing bottle through the vacuum
line submanifold.

The polymer was washed by cryogenically distilling

this pentane into the reactor,

shaking thoroughly, and pouring the dirty

solution back into the wash bottle*

This procedure was repeated about
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fifteen times or until the wash solution appeared colorless for four

During this time the polymer

consecutive washings.

is

kept at -78**C.

The wash bottle was removed, and the reactor was pujnped for fifteen

minutes then taken into the drybox.

Removal

.

The cylindrical film was removed in one piece by sliding

a

flat spatula between it and the glass and pulling it with forceps.

Pieces were cut with scissors and placed in large sample tubes for

storage or small sample tubes for elemental analysis.

analysis were pumped 24 hours then flame sealed.

Samples for

Samples for storage

were pumped for one hour, filled with argon, and stored at -78**C.

Isomerization

Samples were isomerized by heating under vacuum.

.

A

large sample tube was connected to the vacuum line and immersed in a

silicone oil bath on

a

hot plate/stirrer

.

Initially

a

few samples were

isomerized at 200°C for 90 minutest most samples were isomerized at
175*»C for 15-20 minutes.

Polymerization on 4-probe

.

A procedure was developed to measure the

conductivity of polyacetylene immediately following polymerization.
Half of

a

microscope cover slip was mounted on the 4-probe with

of Electrodag over each wire.

a

stripe

(The 4-prove and conductivity

measurements are described in Figure 2.1a and Section II-A of this
chapter.)
^2^2 ^^^^^s

The 4-probe was modified for use as
^

washing bottle.

a

reactor with Ar and

Except for the use of only 10 mL

catalyst normal polymerization procedures were followed.

(CH)^ film was

formed on the walls of the reactor and on the mounted cover slip.

The

conductivity was followed during washing and then during isomerization.
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D.

Iodine Doping

General procednre .

Doping was accompl islied by treating the poljrmer

under vacuum with iodine vapor.

Figure 2.1 shows the apparatus which

permits conductivity measurements during the doping reaction.

This

apparatus and the electrical measurements will be described in Section
II-A of this chapter.

A piece of (CH)

film was mounted on the 4-probe wires with

Electrodag 502 (Acheson Colloids Company) in the dry box.
(ca. 20-50 mg)

A large piece

of polyacetylene was placed in the vessel to determine

weight gain and another piece was used for measurements.

A tube (0.8

x

12 cm) with a Teflon stopcock on top and #7 0-ring joint on the side

(Figure 2.1b) contained several hundred milligrams of iodine (Fisher,

ACS certified* resublimed).

This iodine had been frozen with liquid

nitrogen and pumped to evacuate.

The iodine tube was attached to the 4-

probe vessel holding the polyacetylene and the polyacetylene vessel was

evacuated for at least two hours. After doping to the desired level (see
the third section in part I-D of this chapter entitled Control of iodine

doping )

,

the 4-probe apparatus was taken into the drybox or glove bag,

the reference piece was weighed,

for study.

and a strip cut off of the sample piece

This sample was placed in

a

Pyrez sample tube or quartz tube

for electron paramagnetic resonance, pumped at least 30 minutes and

flame sealed.

The 4-probe was returned to the vacuum line and pumped

for at least 30 minutes before the remaining sample was further doped.
The theoretical error in determining the iodine content by weight change
is

less than 5%.
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Figure 2.1

Apparatus for doping.
a.

b,

4-probe
c.

vessels for dopants
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Iodine-12S doping

For samples doped with less than 0.1 mole

.

percent iodine, radioactive iodine-125 was used.

elemental

Nuclear in
a

125

a

20 mg of 100

\i

Ci/mg

(total activity = 2 mCi) was purchased from New England

I2

50 mL Pyrex bulb with a 0-3 Teflon stopcock on the top and

#7 0-ring joint on the side

(Figure 2.1c).

The iodine was frozen with

liquid nitrogen and the vessel was evacuated.

For doping no reference sample for weight gain was required.

Up to

six weighed strips of (CH)^ (2-5 mg) with identifying notches were

placed in the 4-probe and samples were doped to the desired
conductivity.

The apparatus was opened in

strip was placed in

counting.

a

7

a

glove bag in

a

hood and a

mm Pyrex tube for flame sealing and gamma

The 4-probe was returned to the vacuum line for evacuation

and further doping.

special training.

CAUTION:

Glassware

,

Use of radioactive materials requires

0-rings , and forceps for handling the

radioactive materials were soaked in soapy water and washed in

a

12 ' 13
All safety precautions were followed.

designated sink.

Samples were counted in duplicate in either
or Beckman Gamma 4000 for one minute.

instruments were found with

a

0.101

ji

a

Packard Gamma Counter

The counting efficiencies of the
Ci simulated 1-125 standard (New

England Nuclear) to be 67.2% for the Packard and 55.3% for the Beckman.
The background count (ca. 30 counts per minute (cpm)) was usually

insignificant compared to the sample count.
life of 59 days,
eq.

125

13

and

t

a

half

the count must be corrected for the natural decay by

125
2.1 where N^ = original activity of
l2»

Since iodine-125 has

^ ~ ^'^^^^^^ activity of

= number of days from original assay date.

f =

^=

exp (-0.0117t)

(2.1)

o

The mole fraction y of iodine for [CHIy]^ is calculated with

equation 2.2

13.02-C-a
y =

2.2

.
m'f'eff

where C = counts per minutes of doped polyacetylene ,

a =

activity of

iodine purchased, expressed as disintegrations per minute/mole

(dpm/mole), m = mass of doped sample (g),

f

= correction for half-life

(from eq. 2.1), and eff = counter efficiency = cmp/dpm.

error is about

Theoretical

5?o.

Control of iodine doping

.

Daring doping the vapor pressure of

iodine^^'"^^ was controlled by use of cold baths.

Initial doping was

done with iodine at -78**C (dry ice/ethanol bath) or -23**C (carbon

tetrachloride/liquid nitrogen slush),

and the stopcock separating the

iodine from the 4-probe was opened for a short time of five seconds to
five minutes.

These temperatures gave vapor pressures of less than 10

torr and 2.5 x 10

—3

torr,

respectively.

15

The doping stopcock was

closed and the doped polyacetylene was pumped on for 30-60 minutes.

Samples were removed as previously described,

then the 4-probe was

evacuated for 30 minutes and further doping was done.

After five

minutes of doping at -23**C the conductivity increase was very slow so
the temperature was raised to ca. -10 to -15°C with a sodium

chloride/ice mixture, and when no further conductivity increase was

•

38

observed the temperature was raised to
temperature , ca.
of ca. 10

—2
,

These temperatures gave iodine vapor pressures

22** C.

X 10

3

—2
,

with an ice bath then to room

0**C

and 2.5 x 10

—1

torr.

adaptation of one described earlier.

15

This procedure is an

By choosing various iodine vapor

pressures and doping times the sample composition and conductivity could
be accurately controlled.

Iodine doping during electron paramagnetic resonance .
crystals of iodine were placed in
frozen, and evacuated.

In

a

a 5

mL bulb having

drybox or glovebag

a

a

A few

Teflon stopcock,

strip of polyacetylene

was placed in an EPR tube, connected to the iodine vessel via a #7 0-

ring joint, and evacuated for two hours.

The EPR tube was placed in the

spectrometer and doping was accomplished by opening the stopcock
separating the iodine and sample

Bromine doping .

Ca.

15 mL bromine

(Baker Analyzed Reagent Grade,

meets ACS Specifications) was dried over P2^5

syringed into

a

Baker, Purified) and

50 mL Pyrex bulb having a 0-3 Teflon stopcock and 18/9

ball joing on top.

The bromine was degassed by four freeze (with liquid

nitrogen)-pump-thaw cycles.
polyacetylene in
line submanifold.

a

Doping was accomplished by exposing the

4-probe to bromine vapor admitted through the vacuum

Vapor pressures of either one torr or ten torr

14

were

obtained by cooling the bromine to -41**C (acetonitrile/liquid nitrogen)
or -23**C (carbon tetrachloride/liquid nitrogen)

from ten minutes to three hours.

and doping times ranged

The doped polyacetylene was pumped for

at least four hours before transferring to a glove bag for weighing.

E.

Arsenic Pentaf luroide Doping
Slow doping procedure

wires of

a

A strip of polyacetylene was mounted on the

.

4-probe similar to the one shown in Figure 2.1a except there

was no #7 0-ring near the bottom.

A 20-80 mg piece of (CH)^ for weight

gain or elemental analysis and another piece for study were placed in
the bottom of the vessel.

This vessel and

a

bulb of purified AsF^ were

clamped to the vacuum line and the 4-probe was evacuated for at least
four hours.

The AsFj was condensed in the cold finger at -131**C (pentane/liquid

nitrogen slush bath) 7 to obtain a vapor pressure of 0.12 torr. 8
0.12 torr was introduced into

a

AsF^ at

small section (ca. 10 mL) of the vacuum

line submanifold^ expanded into a 100 mL volume*

then isolated in

another 10 mL section of the manifold by turning Teflon stopcocks.

The

polyacetylene was doped by admitting this vapor into the 150 mL 4-probe
through the 18/9 ball joint at the top.

After allowing the AsF^ to

react (observed by the decrease in resistance)

«

additional AsF^ was

introduced either by the same procedure or by using different volumes in
the submanifold to gradually increase the pressure.

To obtain high

levels of doping the volumes of AsF^ added were progressively increased

until the entire one liter bulb was opened to the 4-probes and the

doping was continued for hours or overnight with 0.12 torr AsF^.

Upon

completion of doping the sample was pximped for at least two hours then
taken into the drybox.

For samples doped with more than 0.1 mole percent of arsenic

pentaf luoride the composition was determined by weight gain assuming
general formula [CH(AsFff)

]

.

a

More lightly doped samples were sent to

Galbraith Laboratories

,

Inc

.

for arsenic analysis

involved digestion of the sample in HNO^ in

a

.

The procedure

furnace followed by atomic

17
absorption analysis, and the accuracy was better than 5%.

Cyclic doping

.

The procedure described above was modified to

include periods of high vacuum pumping between each addition of AsF^.
The sample was doped for 5-15 seconds as in the slow method then pumped
for two minutes*

This cycle of doping and pumping was repeated up to

one hundred times, gradually increasing the volume of AsF^ added as

doping proceeded.

The sample was evacuated for six hours before

removing from the vacuum line.

F.

Acid Doping
Doping was performed by either immersing the (CH)^ film in the acid

or pumping the vapor of the acid over the film for hexaf luorophosphor ic
acid, HPF^ (Alfa)

and hexaf luoroantimonic acid, HSbFg'6H20 (Alfa).

Because these acids contain HF they should not be kept in glass vessels
for long periods of time. ^''^^'^^

CAUTION

:

to avoid contact with the liquid or vapor.

Extreme care should be taken
20 ' 21

Perchloric acid, HCIO^

(Fisher, Reagent ACS, 70%) was used only for vapor doping.

Vapor doping with HPF^^ HSbFg
opened in

a

.

The polyethylene acid bottle was

nitrogen glovebag and 5-10 mL acid was syringed into

Teflon cup and placed in the bottom of
the one in Figure 2.1a.

a

a

15 mL

4-probe apparatus similar to

The body of this 4-probe extended an additional

10 cm below the wires where the sample is mounted and had no #1 0-ring

joint on the side.

A sample was mounted on the wires with Electrodag

and one or two pieces of (CH)

(total weight 20-30 mg) where hung from
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the platinum wires.

The apparatus was evacuated and acid vapor was

pumped over the samples for up to 12 hoursj the acid was removed in a
glovebag and the sample was pumped for 24 hours.
22
Vapor doping with HCIO^
.

syringing 5-10 mL into

The HCIO^ was degassed before use by

mL Pyrex bulb with

a 25

a

Teflon stopcock on the

top and a #1 0-ring joint on the side (Figure 2.1c),

This was pumped

for 30 minutes then attached to a 4-probe as shown in Figure 2.1a.

sample was mounted,

A

the apparatus evacuated then the Teflon stopcock to

the acid bulb was opened and the vapor was pumped over the polyacetylene

for up to 12 hours.

The stopcock to the HCIO^ was closed and the film

was pumped for 24 hours.

Solution doping with HPF
placed in
bar,

a 15

,^ .

HSbF ^^.

In a glove bag 30-50 mg (CH)^ was

mL Teflon cup, weighted down with

and placed in a Schlenk tube.

a

Teflon coated stir

The acid bottle was opened in a

glove bag and 5-10 mL was syringed in the Teflon cup to cover the

polyacetylene.

The sample was doped for up to one hour,

the acid was

syringed out, and the doped sample was pumped for 24 hours.

II.

A.

Measurements

Conductivity
Apparatus and sample mounting

permitted

s

.

The apparatus shown in Figure 2.1

imul taneous doping and conductivity measurements

are ca. 2.8 x 20 cm.

.

Dimens ions

Platinum wires (10 mil) were fed through the four

fingers and sealed with blue cobalt glass.

Mercury pools in each finger

allowed contact between the platinum and lengths of insulated copper
wire connected to measuring instruments.
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In the dry box

a

piece of (CH)^ film was placed beneath the platinum

wires and Electrodag was painted over each wire to obtain good contact.
The width of the film and the length between the inner two wires were

measured with calipers, the thickness was measured before mounting with
a

Typical dimensions were w = 0.3 cm,

micrometer.

1

= 0.5 cm, and

=

t

0.015 cm.

Occasionally conductivities were measured by pressed contacts.
Teflon block (ca.

2

A

cm each side) had four 10 mil platinum wires fixed

across one face, parallel to each other and separated by about 0.4 cm.
In the drybox or glovebag a film sample was placed across the wires and

another Teflon block was clamped on top to hold the film in place.

Measurement

.

For two-probe measurements the inner wires were

connected to a Keithley 616 or Keithley 610C electrometer for

resistances greater than 10^ ohms, and to
resistances less than 10

6

ohms.

a

Fluke 1020B multimeter for

For accurate measurements less than 10

3

ohms it was necessary to use the 4-point method to eliminate the effect
of contact resistance.

controlled by

a

23

The current source was

0-200K 10 turn potentiometer.

1.5 V battery

a

The same current was

passed through the outer sample wires and through

standard resistor

a

(either 1, 10, 100, 1000, or 10,000 ohms + 1%) in series.

The

potential, usually between 20 and 90 mV, was measured across the inner
sample wires and across the standard resistor with

microvolt detector.

a

Keithley 149 milli-

The sample resistance was calculated from the ratio

of the potentials multiplied by the standard resistance:
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R sample = R standard

sample
(2.3)

standard
and the conductivity is calculated with eq. 2.4.

ff^=

B.

(n cm)

[R

-1

(2.4)

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)
General .

Electron paramagnetic resonance was done on

a

Varian E-9

X-band EPR spectrometer equipped with dual cavities and temperature
control.

The Varian Temperature Controller (range, -160*»C to +3000C)

was calibrated by immersing a copper-constantan thermocouple in mineral
oil in an EPR tube and measuring the actual temperature with a Digitec

Thermocouple Thermometer Model 590TC, Type T.

Microwave power was

variable up to 200 mW, and was set below the saturation power.
constant, modulation amplitude,
to give

undistorted signals.

Inc. Clear Fused Quartz T08,

The time

scan width and scan speed were adjusted

EPR tubes were constructed of Amersil,
3.0 mm bore, 0,5 mm wall thickness, with #7

0-ring joint on top to permit evacuation.

All samples were flame sealed

under vacuiun.

Spin concentrations .

Samples of ca. 2 mg were carefully weighed in

the drybox before loading in EPR tubes and sealing under vacuum.

centering in the cavity spectra were recorded then integrated with

Fabri-Tek Instruments Model 1072 computer.
on chart paper,

After
a

The integrals were plotted

and double integration was performed by weighing

•
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photocopies of the integrals.
mL volumes of 10

This procedure was also followed for 0.10

M standard solutions of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-

piper idinooxy radical (Aldrich) in hexadecane.

calculated with eq. 2.5:

S

=

25

Spin populations were

'

V H Jp^G N D
xxxs^ssss
=

(2.5)

z

^

S

s

s

G D
V s H XVpFXX

;

where

H = modulation amplitude

(G)

P = microwave power (mW)
G = spectrometer gain
S = scan width (G)

V = vertical display
D = integration constant
Y = mass of integral (g)

N = total number of spins
X refers to sample
s

refers to standard

Best results were obtained by using as many similar spectrometer
conditions as poss ible for the samples and standards

Usually the results are presented as the number of spins per CH
group,

[S*

]

:
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where
= total number of spins

m = mass of sample
N

a

in sample

(g)

= 6.02 X 10^^

An estimate of relative spin populations for

a

series of samples

with similar lineshapes and identical spectrometer conditions

y'

[S-]

a

is

25

)^

(AH

(2.7)

,

m

where

y'^ = peak to peak amplitude of derivative signal
AHpp = peak to peak linewidth of derivative signal (G)

m = mass of sample (g)
These procedures for determining spin population cannot be used for
asymmetric signals.

Relaxation times

.

The spin-lattice relaxation time

,

T^ , and spin-

spin relaxation time, T2, were determined by the saturation method.
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EPR spectra were recorded from 0.5 mW up to 20 mW at 2 mW intervals,
from 20 mW to 60 mW at

intervals.

5

mW intervals, and from 60 mW to 200 mW at 20 mW

Peak to peak amplitude,

7'jj^»

peak to peak linewidth,

AHpp, of the derivative signal were plotted vs.

microwave power in mW,

J

P,'

the square root of the

The power where y*^ reaches

a

maximum is

called the saturation power, P^^^* and the linewidth below saturation is

designated ^**pp'

Figure 2.2 graphically defines these terms.

The spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times are calculated

.
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Figure 2.2

Illustration of electron paramagnetic resonance terms
a.

Description of symmetric EPR derivative signal.

b.

Description of asymmetric EPR derivative signal.

c.

Linewidth saturation plot for homogeneous

broadening
d.

Amplitude saturation plot for homogeneous

broadening.

AH pp

(a)

(d)
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T.

=

To =

1.97 X 10""^ ^""vv

—^

1.313 X

(2.8)

s

lO"*^

(2,9)

s

t

pp

units of gauss, and

where g is the unitless g-value, ^**pp

is

the average value of the microwave field over the sample which is

perpendicular to the applied magnetic field at saturation.

Method of perturbing sphere

H-|^

.

is

proportional to

ypP^ and

the

proportionality constant is found by the method of perturbing
sphere.
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This experiment was done with the help of Dr. L,C.

'

Dickinson.

The basic observation is that the microwave field strength H

at a position in the cavity is determined by the shift in the cavity

resonant frequency induced by
position.

a

small magnetic sphere placed at that

A steel ball of radius

tube and centered in the cavity.

a

= 1.59 x 10

m was placed in an EPR

The unperturbed frequency (v^ = 9.454

GHz) and the perturbed frequency (v = 9.554 GHz) were measured with an

ELDORADO EL-1650 frequency counter.

The frequency shift (Av = 3.051 x

10^ Hz) was measured by difference using

a

second microwave source of

the ELDOR spectrometer and the EL-1650 frequency counter.

Over the

central one cm of the cavity the shift varied only slightly.

H^^

was

calculated with equation 2.10.

V
H.

= l/2[(

2 2
V

)(—

-)]^^^

Jw

X 10^

(2.10)
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where

is

the permittivity {4n x 10

—7
)

and W is the microwave power in

watts.
and P is (H^) = 2.21 x 10~^ (P)^^^

The resulting relation between

where P is in mW.

Simnltaneons conductivity and EPR

,

This describes the procedure for

isomerizing polyacetylene while simultaneously measuring the

conductivity and electron paramagnetic resonance.

Lengths of

5

mil Pt

wire were cemented with Electrodag to the ends of cis- (CH)^ film about
0,2 X 2,0 cm in a dry box and this was inserted in an open ended 10 cm

quartz tube with
a

a

wire protruding out of each end.

Schlenk tube for transfer to the EPR cavity.

controller operates by

a

This was placed in

Since the temperature

stream of prepurified nitrogen over heating

coils, an inert atmosphere was established in the cavity*

The sample

was removed from the Schlenk tube, quickly placed in the cavity, and
leads of a Keithley 616 electrometer were clipped to the platinum wires.

The sample was heated to 150®C for various times; all resistance and

EPR measurements were made at room temperature.

C.

Thermoelectric Power

Thermopower measurements were made by Win-Long Chia on an instrument
built by him and Dan Keedy.

A piece of polyacetylene up to 0,5 x 1.0 cm

was clamped between two copper plates, one of which was heated by

nichrome wire and an Electro Products Lab Model EFB Filtered DC Power
Supply.

The temperature difference of 2-5 K was measured with copper

constantan thermocouples with an Omega electronic ice point on

Keithley 147 nanovolt null detector.

a

The potential difference was

51

Keithley 610 C electrometer.

measured with

a

enclosed in

glove bag filled with prepurified nitrogen.

a

resistance of the apparatus limits samples to

The sample chamber was

a

The internal

maximum resistance of

o

about 10

ohms.

The thermopower or Seebeck coefficient,

S,

is expressed

in microvolts per degree, |iV/K.

D.

Temperature Dependent Conducitivty

Low temperatures were achieved using an Air Products LT-3-110 Liquid
Transfer Heli-Tran system with liquid nitrogen and APD-E Model 3700
Digital Temperature Indicator/Controller.

Temperature calibration was

checked with a Au (7% Fe) vs. chromel thermocouple and

Northrup 8686 millivolt potentiometer.

a

Leeds and

One end of the Heli-Tran

transfer line extends into a 40 liter liquid nitrogen dewar with

a

rubber seal to allow pressurization and the other is inserted in the

vacuum shroud which holds the sample.
Sample mounting was done in the dry box.
placed under two wires and against

a

The polyacetylene film was

sapphire disc in the vacuum shroud,

and the wires were attached to the film with Electrodag.

The sapphire

acts as a heat transfer since measurements were made under vacuum.

After evacuation for one hour to 4 x 10
and 85 K was reached within 90 minutes.

^

torr the cool down was begun,
The temperature was controlled

by adjusting the heater power and nitrogen flow, and was constant to +
0.1 K.

Stable temperature and resistance readings were achieved within

five minutes after setting,

and data were taken every 4 K up to 299 K.

The resistance of the sapphire was 6 x 10^^

fi,

thus limiting

.
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experiments to samples with lower
resistances.

Since the sample and

sapphire were in parallel both
contributed to the total
resistance when
the values were similar.
The actual resistance of
the sample is given
by eq. 2.11

]~1

^

K(CH)
*

^measured

(2.11)

^sapphire

This correction extended useful
data to slightly lower
temperatures.

A computer program was used
(CDC FORTRAN EXIENDED Version
4) to aid
in preparing plots of
resistance as various functions
of temperature.
Temperature, log R data sets were
entered; the output was
'

T

.log

T.

1/T.

a

table of T

and log R followed by the
slope, y-intercept.

and correlation coefficient
for each plot.

using an unweighted least-squares
subroutine

The best fits were found
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CHAPTER

III

ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE

Introduction

I.

A.

Historical:

Paramagnetism in (CH)

In 1961^ it was suggested that a sufficiently long polyene molecule

would have bond alternation, and this alternation would imply the

possibility of defects in which even-numbered bonds along the chain
change over from short to long.

For

a

neutral molecule there would be

one electron corresponding to each defect,

and such a defect would be

able to travel rapidly through the molecule.

These unpaired electrons

should be detectable by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

^

resonance signal should show the following characteristics

1)

:

and the

Because

of delocalization there should be no resolved nuclear hyperfine
the rapid motion would cause a narrow line,

structure, 2)
the temperature

is

as

lowered the EPR intensity may decrease due to

combination of spins.
f acil

and 3)

It was also suggested that these defects may

itate conduction.

These predictions were made without the knowledge that a linear
polyene could be synthesized.
was first reported in 1958,

Actually the synthesis of polyacetylene
and

s

ince that time the existence of

uncharged paramagnetic defects in polyacetylene has been well
established.

Electron paramagnetic resonance was first observed on

polyacetylene powders prepared with Ti(0-n-C^Hp)4/Al(CH2CH3)3 catalyst,
and later on films prepared with the same catalyst system. '^'^'^
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The g-

value of 2,0023 identifies the origin of the EPR signal as the

conjugated n system and not impurities such as catalyst.

The Ti

catalyst has four resonance signals at g-values around 1.97 or ca. 100 G
away from polyacetylene.
-78**C it was

5

7

By polymerization in an EPR spectrometer at

'

definitively shown that the unpaired spins are not

intrinsic characteristics of cis- (CH) ^; upon warming the spins

developed and this was unquestionably attributed to an isomerization
process.

7

8
'

The intimate relationship of unpaired spin formation and

isomerization was further studied to explain both mechanisms,

g

and since

that time EPR has been used to study the isomerization process in

further detail.
The EPR signal of polyacetylene is

singlet showing no resolved

a

Through studies on heavily y-irradiated

hyperfine structure.

polyethylene and other polymers it was concluded that conjugation
increases the number of hyperfine interactions and decreases the

hyperfine so the resulting
peak linewidths (AH
to 8.5 G while

PP

,

s

ignal is a

s

ingle t

12
.

The reported peak-to-

see Figure 2.2a) of cis -rich (CH)

^

range from 6

the reported linewidths of undoped trans- (CH)^ range from

0.44 to 2,56 G."*'^'^'^^'^^"^^

Trans-(CH)^ has one unpaired spin per

1000 - 3000 carbon atoms, 12 and 95% cis--(CH)^ was reported to have one
spin per 46 000 carbon atoms.

A proposed model for these nuetral, mobile, paramagnetic defects in
trans- (CH)

by Su, Schreiffer, and Heeger (SSH) and Rice

is a

bond

alternation domain wall kink in the n-electron charge density wave
analogous to

a

topological soliton,

17 18 19
'

'

This soliton can be defined

^
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as a structural distortion plus a localized nonbinding state and can be

neutral (charge = 0, spin = 1/2), positive (charge = +e, spin =0), or
negative (charge = -e, spin = 0)

(see Figure 1.5).

The energy

associated with the soliton is at mid-gap> and because of the complete

degeneracy and small mass the kink is expected to be mobile.

This is

quite different from the early calculations^ where the wall width was

assumed to be only on the order of one bond length, leading to

activation energy for motion and localization of the wall.
soliton'

s

a

large

The

energy of formation, length, mass, activation energy for

18
motion, and electronic properties have been calculated.

Two important questions at this point are 1)

Are the spins detected

by EPR the neutral solitons proposed by SSH and Rice?
doping proceed by

a

soliton mechanism?

and 2)

Does the

The first problem has been

studied extensively and the general consensus is in the

affirmative.

'

'

Others argue, however, that solitons need not be

invoked to explain experimental results and even supply evidence against
the existence of solitons.

21 22 23
'

'

When the work to be presented here

was begun, very little experimental work had addressed the second

question.

An EPR study of trans -(CH)^ doped with AsF^ was done,^

however high pressures of AsF^ were used.

A few samples of (CH)^

13
heavily doped with SbF^ and I2 were examined by EPR,
and the effects

of agents such as

O2 and NH^ on the EPR of (CH)^ were casually

mentioned.
At the commencement of this work there had not been

a

detailed study

of the effects of dopants on the EPR of polyacetylene, and spin

relaxation times had not been determined for undoped or doped
polyacetylenes.

In this chapter EPR results will be presented for cis -

and trans--[CH(I^)y]^ and [^(AsF^)^]^ over the whole doping range,

especially down to parts per million of dopant.

The spin-lattice and

spin-spin relaxation times, lineshapes, and intensities provide
information about soliton dynamics and the chamical mechanism of doping
The next section is an introduction to EPR followed by results and

discussion,

B.

Principles of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
The phenomenon of EPR

magnetic field there are

'

.

a

'

When an electron is placed in

a

finite number of orientations it can take

with respect to the magnetic field, and each orientation represents
discrete energy level.

a

By interactions with electromagnetic radiation,

transitions between these levels can be induced.

A single unpaired

electron can be oriented either parallel or anti-parallel to the
magnetic field, and the electron can absorb energy from the

electromagnetic field with

a

reversal of orientation.

The conditions

for resonance are met when

AE = gpH = hv

(3.1)

where AE is the energy separation between electron states, H is the

magnetic field, v is the frequency of the applied electromagnetic (EM)
field, h is Planck's constant, P = eh/4nm

c

is

the Bohr magneton which
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converts angular momentum to magnetic moment, and

is

g

the g-value which

for a completely free spin is 2.0023.

Experimentally the EM field is held constant in the microwave region
(ca.

9

GHz) and the magnetic field (ca. 3000 G)

is

swept until the

resonant absorption is observed.
25 26 27
Saturation and relaxation times
.

'

'

When radiation of frequen-

cy v is fed into a sample some electrons in the lower state absorb

energy if hv = gpH while some in the upper state emit radiation of

frequency v.

For thermal equil ibrium there is

a

slight exces s of

population in the ground state (n^ = -1/2) over the upper state (n^ =
+1/2) described by a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution

e-^/kT^

0 9984

25

(3.2)

°-l/2

for a 3000 G field and g = 2 at 300 K.
this small difference.

The phenomenon of EPR depends on

There must be some relaxation mechanism by which

energy absorbed by electrons and stored in the upper state can be

dissipated while permitting return of the electron to the ground state.
The spin-lattice relaxation is due to interactions between unpaired

electrons and surrounding molecules, and the excess energy of the spin
is

converted into vibrational and rotational energy of the lattice.

The

spin-lattice relaxation time, T^, is the time for the spin system to
lose 1/eth of its excess energy.

A strong interaction between the spin

and the solid will result in a short T^,

Saturation is

a

consequence of supplying energy from the microwave
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field to the spin system more rapidly than it can be transferred to the

A long

lattice.
i.e.

or high microwave power can cause this saturation,

T^^

equal populations in the upper and lower states.

is

calculated

with eq, 2.8.

Spin-spin or dipolar interactions cause broadening because each
dipole produces

a

magnetic field at each of its neighbors, thus the

total magnetic field experienced by a particular spin will include

contributions from all its neighbors and will differ from the applied
magnetic field.

Therefore transitions will occur over

a

range of

frequencies corresponding to the variation of local fields, and the

spin-spin relaxation time is inversely proportional to the linewidth and
is

calculated with eq. 2.9.
Line broadening 27

Two types of saturation behavior that can be

.

observed are homogeneous broadening (eq. 3.3) and inhomogeneous

broadening (eq. 3.4) 27

1+Y Hi T1T2

m

.

~

(3.4)

'

7
In the above equations y is the gyromagnetic ratio = 0,879 x 10 g G
s

^,

is

proportional to the microwave power, and

spin-lattice and spin- spin re laxat ion times

,

T-^

and T2 are the

respectively.

homogeneously broadened line the signal amplitude

is

—1

For

a

proportional to

Hj^
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for unsaturated conditions and inversely proportional to

for

The amplitude of an inhomogeneously broadened

saturated conditions*
line is proportional to

E-^

below saturation and independent of

H^^

for

saturated conditions*

Homogeneous broadening occurs when the magnetic resonance signal
results from

a

transition between two spin levels which are not sharply

defined, but rather intrinsically broadened.

The broadening arises from

interactions within the spin system or from an external interaction

which fluctuates rapidly compared with the time for

a

spin transition.

All parts of the resonant line are strongly coupled to each other so
that strong radiof requency irradiation near the center produces

saturation throughout the line, even at the wings.

Inhomogeneous broadening arises from interactions outside the spin
system which vary slowly with time compared to the spin transitions.

An

inhomogeneously broadened line is one which consists of a spectral

distribution of individual resonant lines (spin packets) merged into one
overall line or envelope.
local magnetic field,

There is

a

continuous distribution in the

thus the energy is transferred only to those spins

whose local fields satisfy the resonant condition.

Saturation occurs at

each line separately so the line will not change shape or width upon
saturation.

II.
A.

Results:

Saturation and Relaxation Times

28 ' 29

Undoped Trans- (CH)^
The amplitude saturation plots of

a

trans-(CH)

sample at 298 K and

77 K are shown in Figure 3.1.

Both are homogeneously broadened, and at

77 K the saturation power is slightly decreased.

The variation of EPR

peak-to-peak linewidth (AHp^, see Figure 2.2a) with microwave power

is

shown for the same trans-(CH)^ sample at both temperatures in Figure
3.2.

At 77 K the linewidth increased to 4 G from the 0.85 G room

temperature value.

All trans- (CH)^ samples showed

a

strong dependence

of linewidth on microwave power, with the linewidth at 150 mW increasing

by

a

factor of 4 over the

1

mW value.

In Table 3.1 the saturation powers,

linewidths, and calculated

relaxation times for 11 samples of trans- (CH)^ are listed.

These

samples were isomerized at 170 - 180**C for 15-30 minutes and the average

linewidth of 0.85 G and range of 0.75 - 1.2 G agree with values reported

Room temperature spin-lattice relaxation

in the literature.

times range from 13 - 47

jis

with an average T^ of 2.2 x 10"^

{+ 30%).

s

The spin-spin relaxation times at room temperature range from 55 - 94 ns

with an average T2 of 7.9 x 10"^
9.2 X 10 ^

s

s

(± 13%).

At 77 K

T^^

was increased to

and T2 was decreased to 2,1 x 10 ^ s.

From the above paragraph and Table 3.1 it

is

evident that there is

large variability in the relaxation times of undoped trans -(CH)^

samples, and especially in the spin-lattice relaxation time.

One

explanation may be seen in Figure 3,3 which shows the effect of oxygen
on the amplitude saturation characteristics of trans- (CH)^.

After 15

minutes of exposure to air at ambient temperature the saturation power
was significantly increased and the line was more inhomogeneously

broadened.

After O2 exposure the linewidth below saturation

(AH**

)

a
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Table 3.1

EPR Characteristics of Various Trans- (CH)

Sample #

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

<Pmax'

^""^

2.85
3.00
3.80
2.95
2.65
2.55
3.00
3.10
3.00
1.85
3.30

,

^

'^1

0.75
0.75
0.90
1,20
0,70
0.80
0.75
1.20
0.80
0.80
0.75

Samples

^^^^

19
17
13
28
20
25
17
25
18
47
14

'^2

^^^^

88
88
73
55
94
82
88
55
82
82
88
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Figure 3.1.

EPR saturation curves of trans- (CH)^:
77K.

(0)

298K;

(A)

61

Figure 3.2.

Variation of EPR linewidth of trans-(CH)^ with
microwave power:

(0)

298 K;

(A)

77 K.

69

Figure 3.3.

EPR saturation curves of trans- (CH)^:
trans-(CH)^;
(A)

(

)

(0)

pristine

exposed to air for 15 minutes;

after overnight evacuation.

increased only slightly from 0,8 G to 1.0 G, but the dependence of

linewidth on microwave power changed markedly (Figure 3,4).
dependence of AH^p on power after ©2 exposure
more inhomogeneously broadened
T^ = 47

s

ignal

.

is

This weaker

further evidence of

The original relaxation times of

and T2 = 82 ns upon O2 exposure decreased to T^ = 8,1

fis

a

|is

and

After pumping overnight at 10 ^ torr the original

T2 = 66 ns.

saturation characteristics were restored and the linewidth was 0.95 G to
give T^ = 43

(is

and T2 = 69 ns.

Qualitatively similar effects of ©2 on

linewidth (T2) were reported by Goldberg et al.^ and Snow et al.,^ and

Pochan et al. reported the doping of (CH)^ by oxygen. 30

It will soon be

shown that other dopants also decrease T^ in the same manner.

B.

Undoped Cis-(CH)^

Room temperature amplitude saturation plots of

a

(CH)^ and one of cis- (CD) ^* are shown in Figure 3,5.

few samples of cis-

For eight samples

of cis- (CH) ^ the spin-lattice relaxation times ranged from 47 to 62

with an average of T^ = 5.3 x 10"^

s

(+ 14%);

the spin-spin relaxation

times ranged from 10 to 13 ns with an average of T2 = 1.1 x 10
(+ 12%).

jis

s

Unlike trans- (CH)_ these cis- (CH) _ samples showed partial

inhomogeneous broadening, and the increase of linewidth with microwave

power was small:
than 30%.

from

1

mW to 200 mW the increase in linewidth was less

The cis "(CD)_X was more homogeneously broadened than cis- (CH) ^

and had T, = 36

\is

Kindly supplied by

and T2 = 12 ns.

J.D. Capistran.

)
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Figure 3.4.

Variation of EPR linewidth of trans- (CH)^ with
microwave power:

(•)

pristine trans- (CH)^:

exposed to air for 15 minutes.

(|
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Figure 3.5.

EPR saturation curves at room temperature:
(CH)^ sample #1;

(A)

cis-(CH)^ sample #3;

cis-(CH)^ sample #1\
(•)

cis-(CD)^.

(0)

(>

75

^
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It should be noted here that these samples are not 100% cis- (CH)

Earlier it was explained that pure cis -(CH)^

but are actually cis -r ich.
has no paramagnetic defects,

so the spins observed here are due

portions of trans- (CH)^ in

cis -rich sample; partial isomerization

a

took place during brief handling at room temperature.

analysis
cis

.

31

to

Infrared

showed that samples with typical treatment were at least 85%

Therefore the term

'

cis

'

will be used for convenience with the

understanding that the implied meaning is
(CH)^ should strictly be referred to as

'

'

cis- rich'

.

Likewise trans -

trans- rich' because of the

possible presence of isolated cis -bonds, but the simple term

'

trans-

(CH)^' will be used for convenience.

During the doping of cis- (CH) ^ some isomerization occurs, but the
amount of isomerization that takes place at various doping levels is

disputed, and this will be discussed later in the chapter.
samples the term

'

cis-

'

For doped

refers to the isomeric structure of the polymer

before doping,

C.

Undoped (CH)^ - Various Washing Methods
Samples of cis- (CH)^ were washed in the normal manner with pentane,

with an additional wash of methanol, and with an additional wash of 6%
v/v HCl in methanol.
(

= 4.5 mW^^^),

intensities.

All three samples had identical saturation powers
and similar linewidths

(AHo^p = 5.5 G) and

Therefore methanol and acid/methanol washings did not

affect the relaxation times or the spin populations.

After isomerizing

the samples in EPR tubes to the trans isomer all had identical

77

saturation powers

= 3.3
J" P„«
luaX
'

(

and linewidths (AH®

mW-*"^^)

PP

= 0.75 G)

and similar intensities.

D.

Trans- (CH)^ +
Polyacetylene doped with iodine will be described by the formula

[CH(l2)y.]^ where y is the mole fraction of

ions per CH unit.

99

been shown by Raman,

94

and Mossbauer

photoelectron,

It has

^

spectroscopies that the major dopant species in iodine doped

polyacetylene is
that I

—

along with some

—
,

Recently 37 it was reported

was also detected by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The ratio of

34 ' 35
species changes depending on the doping level,
with more

present at high levels.

However the tri-iodide anion

is

-

the major

will be used as the best representation of

species at all levels, so
the actual dopant species.

Often in this work the y value will be expressed in base 10
logarithmic units, log y, without the subscript 10.
will be expressed as log

cr.

Similarly log^Q

<y

Natural logarithms will be expressed as In

X.

Many samples of trans [CHd^)
o

y] X ,

10

<

y

<

10

were studied by

EPR and room temperature amplitude saturation plots of several of these
in Figure 3.6 show that doping

saturation.

increases the power required for

The lightly doped samples retained the Lorentzian lineshape

of undoped trans -(CH)^. but with some broadening in the wings.

The

heavily doped samples were slightly asymmetric with A/B = 1,5 (see
Figure 2.2b for definition of asymmetry ratio A/B).

Figure 3.7 shows
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Figure 3.6.

EPR saturation curves at room temperature for trans[CH(l3)y]^:
10"^;
(•)

(A)

(0)

y = 7.0 X

y = 9.3 X 10"^;

y = 5.3 X 10"^.

10''^;

()

(A)

y = 3.7 x

y = 4.7 x 10"'*;

79

80

Figure 3.7.

Variation of EPR saturation power with y for trans[CH(l3)y]^.

81

log y

(I3-)

82

that the saturation power strongly depends on the dopant concentration.

Note in Figure 3.6 that upon doping trans -(CH)^ with iodine the

saturation plots did not deviate significantly from homogeneous
broadening, except for the heavily doped samples; above y(Ij~) = 7.4 x
10

no EPR signal was observed.
The linewidth of trans- (CH)^ doped with iodine was unchanged up to

y(l3") = 1.7 X 10"^ then increased to 1.6 G at y(l3~) = 7.4 x 10"^.

Lightly doped samples (log y(l3

)

-3,5) showed similar linewidth

<

dependence on microwave power as trans- (CH) X
mW as compared to 1.0 mW.

AH

i.e.

.

pp

tripled at 150

At higher doping levels the increase in AHp^

from 1.0 mW to 200 mW was only about 50%.

Samples with y(l3~)

>

- 3.60

were warm when removed from the EPR cavity immediately after scanning

with microwave power set at 200 mW.

This microwave heating effect was

38
first reported by Wnek for cis- (CH)^ heavily doped with AsF^.

temperature measurements were made here as

a

No

function of microwave power

or doping level.

From the linewidths and saturation powers the room temperature
relaxation times were calculated for trans - [CHd^)^]^ with equations 2.8
and 2.9;

and Figure 3,9 (T2)

the results are shown in Figure 3.8 (T^)

as a function of log y(l3 ).

doping level:

is

There

is

a

strong dependence of T^ on

depressed at log y(l3

monotonically with log

y.

At y(l3

)

than one fifth of the undoped value.

)

= 7 x 10
T2,

*

"^i

however,

log y(l3~) = -3 then falls until at y(l3") =

thirds of the undoped value.

= -5 then falls

7

- 3.7 us and is less
is not

x 10"*^,

affected until

T2 = 40 ns or two

83

Figure 3.8.

Variation of

T^^

with y for trans- [CHdg)^]^.

84
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Figure 3.9.

Variation of

with y for trans-[CH(l3)

87

In Figure 3.10 the saturation plots of

[CHdj)^]^

a

few samples of trans-

At 7(13") = 2.6 x 10"^ the saturation

at 77 K are shown.

power is lower and the line is slightly more inhomogeneously broadened
At higher levels the low temperature

than the room temperature sample.

EPR amplitude remained constant at high powers, indicating inhomogeneous

A sample of trans- ECHd^

broadening,

)

even up to 200 mW at 77 K.

g

lxlO~^^x could not be saturated

Linewidths for these samples ranged from 3.1

- 3.8 G,

E.

Trans- (CH)^ + Brj
Trans- (CH)^ was doped with bromine vapor only to higher levels since

no radioisotope was used, and composition was determined by weight gain

assuming

formula of [CHBr

a

temperature and 77 K.

]
y ^

.

Table 3.2 lists the EPR results at room

At room temperature only the most lightly doped

sample could be saturated, and it showed some inhomogeneous broadening.

Cooling with liquid nitrogen enabled saturation of three of the samples.
A sample doped heavily with bromine, trans- [CHBrQ ^2^x'
odd asymmetric EPR signal (A/B = 1.5) with

- 3.5 G at 5 mW power.

Scanning at 40 mW showed two super imposable peaks:
with

^pp

a

symmetric peak

= 12 G and an asymmetric peak (A/B = 1.7) with

(see Figure 3.11).

^pp

~

G

Upon removal from the microwave cavity immediately

after the scan the sample was warm.

The super imposable broad symmetric

and narrow asymmetric peaks were observed in subsequent EPR scans at all

powers from

F.

1

- 200 mW.

Cis-(CH)^ + I2
Saturation plots of cis- CCHd^) ]^ at room temperature are shown in

88

Figure 3.10.

EPR saturation curves at 77 K for trans- [CHdj)^]^:
(0)

y = 2.6 X 10"^:

7.3 X 10"^.

(A)

y = 5.3 x 10"^:

<

)

y =

89

90

Table 3,2

EPR Characteristics of Trans -[CHBr

77 E

298 K
y

ARo „ (G)

0.013
0.018
0.064
0.096

1.1
1.1
1.2
1.3

Sample

8

6
3
1

Could not

PP

]
y ^

(Pmax)^^^<°^^'^^)

6.4
«
«
*

be saturated up to 200 mW.

AHOpp (G)

4.0
4,0
4.0
4.2

(Pmax>^^^(°»^^^^>

3.4
3.4
*

7.0

91

Figure 3.11.

EPR spectra of trans- [CHBrQ 32
^x*
mW;

(c)

^

40 mW, additional lines drawn to show

poss ible superimpo sable

s

ignals

92

93

94

Figure 3.12a (low iodine levels) and Figure 3.12b (high iodine levels).
The saturation power was unaffected up to

yd^

)

doped to higher levels could not be saturated.

= 1.3 x 10"^;

Figure 3.12b confirms

the work of Wnek^^ who showed that cis-[CH(Ij)^]^. y(l3~)

could not be saturated up to 200 mW.

samples

>

4.7

x

10"^

Partial inhomogeneous broadening

was observed for all samples.

EPR linewidths of cis- ECHd^)^]^ for all doping levels remained

^®

^^'pp ~ ^'^ ®"

unchanged:

linewidth dependence on microwave power

was very small for all y values from -5.22

<^

log y(l3~)

increasing by only 10 - 30% from 1,0 to 200 mW.

ydj
G.

)

>.

<.

1.65,

Samples doped to log

-4 were warm after removal from the EPR cavity at 200 mW power.

Trans- (CH)^ + AsF^
All samples doped with arsenic pentaf luor ide will be expressed by

the general formula [CH(AsFff)
J

]
y X

with y determined by weight gain upon

doping or by elemental analysis for arsenic.

Elemental analysis on

a

few samples indicated fluorine to arsenic ratios of between

5

The actual dopant species has been disputed as being AsF^

As2F^q~ and

others.

39—42

,

and 6.

The assumption of F/As= 5/1 can be considered as an

adequate description of the dopant to calculate dopant concentration.

Even if F/As is 6/1 the error in y is small due to the low molecular

weight of fluorine.

Figure 3.13 shows several room temperature EPR saturation plots of
trans- rCH(AsF^)
J

shown as

a

1
doped by the slow method.
y X

The saturation powers are

function of dopant concentration in Figure 3.14.

Unlike

95

Figure 3.12.

EPR saturation curves at room temperature for cis[CH(l3)y]^:
10"^:
(0)

()

(a)

(•)

y = 2.5 X 10~5;

y = 1.3 X 10"'^;

= 1.1 X 10"^;
10-2.

y = 1.1 x 10~^;

()

(1)

()

(A)

y = 1.5 x

y = 4.1 X 10"^;

y = 1.3 X 10"'*;

y = 1.6 X 10~2;

(A)

(b)

(•)

y = 2.2 X

y

96
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Figure 3.13.

transEPR saturation curves at room temperature for
[CH(AsF5)y]^:
10-3;

(^)

(A)

y = 3.6 x lO"*;

y = 3.7 X 10-3;

(0)

(fl) y = 1.5 x

y = 2.8 X 10 ^\

(•)

99
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Figure 3.14.

Variation of EPR saturation power with y for trans[CHCAsFj)^]^.

101

102

trans- (CH)^ doped with iodine,

the saturation power here

increased until log y (AsF^) = -3,

is not

Samples doped to log y

>

-1.55 could

Lightly doped samples exhibited mostly homogeneous

not be saturated.

broadening; above log y(ksF^) - -3 the saturation behavior indicated
some inhomogeneous broadening.

The linewidths for all doping levels, 10"^

<

y(AsFj)

<

10~^ ranged

from 0.9 to 1.2 G, with the variation probably due to the linewidths of
the undoped sample.

[CH(AsF2)q 059^x

One exception was heavily doped trans-

^^**PP

^'^ ^'

^®

linewidth dependence on

microwave power was also similar to the trans- [CH(I^)
J
y(AsF^)

<_

-2.82, AHp^ increased strongly with power,

]
y X

case.

For log

increasing by

factor of four as power was raised from 1.0 to 150 mW.

a

For higher

dopant concentrations the increase in AH„^ from 1.0 to 200 mW was less
pp
than 50%.

Samples with log y 2 '^-S also showed microwave heating

effects (warm to the touch after scanning at 200 mW).

The spin-lattice relaxation time is plotted as

concentration in Figure 3.15.
percent, then T^ falls rapidly.

a

function of dopant

No change is seen until about 0.1 mole

The spin-spin relaxation time was

unchanged upon doping; T2 ranged from 50 - 90 ns.
At high doping levels the EPR signal became asymmetric.

asymmetry ratio A/B is plotted vs.
asjrmmetric signal

H.

is

log y in Figure 3.16.

The

A highly

43
often referred to as Dysonian.

Cis-(CH)^ + AsF^
These samples showed quite different behavior as compared with cis -

103

Figure 3.15.

Variation of

with y for trans-[CH(AsF5)y]^

104

y=o

-6

-5
log

-4

y (AsFg)

-3

-2
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Figure 3,16.

Variation of EPR asymmetry with y for trans[CHCAsFj)^]^.

106

107

Upon doping cis -(CH)^ with AsF^ in sitn

[CH(l3)y]^.

lineshapes were observed. 28 38
'

.

four general EPR

The dopant concentrations for each type

of spectrum have been determined by studying separate samples,
are shown in Figure 3.17.

signal containing
was seen.

a

broad

and these

In three samples with log y(AsF^) = -3.4
(5 - 6 G)

a

and a narrow (0.7 - 1.7 G) component

Recently similar spectra have been reported for AsF^ doped

cis- and trans- (CH)^'^^'^^ and n-type doped cis-(CH)

^. ^^'^^''^'^

Below

this level the characteristic linewidth of cis -(CH)^ was observed;

above this doping level only the narrow signal characteristic of trans(CH)^ was observed, and the signal becomes Dysonian.

linewidth is plotted as

a

In Figure 3.18 the

function of log y for cis- [CH(AsFg)
]
J y x

.

It is

in the transitional region from broad to narrow linewidth that the

super imposable signals were observed.

Figure 3.19 shows how the signal

becomes asymmetric upon doping.
For samples doped at all levels, -5.65

<

log y(AsFj)

<

-0.85,

the

EPR linewidth was only weakly dependent on microwave power, generally
increasing by less than 20% from 1.0 mW up to 150 mW.

Samples doped to

log y 2 ~ 4.60 were warm to the touch after scanning at 150 mW.

Room temperature saturation plots for several samples of

c is -

[CH(AsFc)_]_
are show in Figure 3.20, and the variation of saturation
J y X

power with dopant concentration

broadening
power.

is

is

in Figure 3.21.

Some inhomogeneous

evident from the shape of the saturation curves at high
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Figure 3.17.

EPR spectra of cis-[CH(AsFg)y]^:
y - 4 X
0.1.

10"'*;

(c)

3

X 10"^

1 y i

(a)

y

<

2 x 10"^;

lO"*^;

(d)

(b)

y =

109

110

Figure 3.18.

Variation of EPR linewidth with y for cis[CH(AsF5)y]^.

Ill

112

Figure 3.19.

Variation of EPR asymmetry with y for
[CH(AsF5)y]^.

113

114

Figure 3.20.

Room temperature saturation curves for cis[CH(AsF5)y]^:
10"^;

()

(#)

y = 2.2 x 10"^;

y = 7,8 X 10""*;

(0)

(A)

y = 1.5 x

y = 3.0 X 10~^.

115

116

Figure 3.21.

Variation of EPR saturation power with y for cis[CH(AsF5)y]^.

117

.

118

III.
A.

Results:

EPR Intensity

Room Temperature
Trans-(CH) ^

-<-

In Figure 3.22 the log EPR intensity (estimated

I ^.

by y'm' (^**pp)^) is plotted vs. log y for trans- CCHdj)^]^.

The number

of unpaired spins is unchanged with light doping then falls above 0.1

mole percent of I3

In a similar experiment the EPR intensity was

.

followed during doping in the EPR spectrometer, and the log EPR

intensity vs. log doping time curve
For y(l3

)

>

is

super impo sable on Figure 3.22.

0.008 no EPR signal was observed.

In Figure 3.23 the intensities of trans- [CHd^)^]^ and trans [CHBr

]
y X

at higher doping levels are compared.

Both show similar

behavior, but note that the abcissas for each dopant are different.
I3

the slope is -3.7 and for Br

Cis-(CH) ^ +

For

the slope is -2.2.

The EPR intensity (estimated by

y\' i^^^^)^)

for

cis- rCHd^)^]^ is plotted vs. dopant concentration in Figure 3,24 and
vs.

doping time in Figure 3.25,

plot,

There is more scatter in the first

although the second confirms the drop in intensity at log y(l3

)

=

-4.

Cis" and trans-(CK) ^ + AsF g.

The absolute spin concentrations

(expressed as number of spins per CH unit) were found by double

integration and comparison with standards.

Figure 3.26 shows the

absolute spin concentration vs. log y for cis- and trans- [CH(AsFg

Trans-(CH)^ has about

1

spin/3000 CH ([S"] = 3.3 x 10"^ spins/CH) and

cis-(CH)^ has less than one-tenth of that number or about
CH ([S*] = 2.1 X 10"^ spins/CH).

slow doping technique.

1

spin/48 000

All samples shown were prepared by the

Data for heavily doped trans- (CH)

are from
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Figure 3.22.

Variation of EPR intensity with y for trans[CH(l3)y]^.

121

Figure 3,23.

Variation of EPR intensity with

[CHdg)^]^;

(A)

trans-[CHBry]^.

y:

(•)

trans -

122

log

y for [CHBry]^

-2.0

-1.0

-2.5

-2.0

log

y for

(CHCy

]
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Figure 3.24.

Variation of EPR intensity with y for cis [CH(l3)y],.

124

'og Yd")
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Figure 3.25.

Variation of EPR intensity with doping time (in
minutes) for cis- (CH)

with iodine vapor.
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Figure 3,26.

Variation of spin concentration (spins/CH) with
(•)

trans- rCHCAsFg)^]^, this work;

[CH(AsFr)

(©)

data of Ikehata et al.

cis-[CH(AsF5)y]^.

y:

trans-

(ref. 48);

(A)
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who used magnetic susceptibility measurements.

Ikehata et al.

Both

isomers were also doped at various low temperatures down to 89**C and by
the cyclic method;

B.

these data fell on the curves drawn in Figure 3.26,

Variable Temperature
Trans-(CH) ^ + AsF g

Figure 3.27 shows the spin population found by

.

double integration normalized to the room temperature value and plotted
vs.

reciprocal temperature for trans- (CH)^ undoped and lightly doped

with AsFj.

A solid line is drawn for the undoped sample indicating

doubling of intensity from +25°C to -160°C.
X 10"^,

a

Samples with yCAsF^) = 4.9

5.9 X 10"^, 5.8 X lO"'^, and 1.2 x 10"^ showed similar behavior.

Ten samples with y

prepared by slow doping, low temperature

10

<.

doping, and cyclic doping showed similar behavior.

Cis-(CH)

^

+ AsF ^.

Double integrated EPR intensities for cis-(CH)^

doped with AsF^ are plotted vs. reciprocal temperature in Figure 3.28.
Samples with log y(AsF^) = -6,28, -4.60, and -1,96 showed very weak

temperature dependence of EPR intensity.
on samples with y

<

10

—2

Similar results were observed

prepared by slow doping, low temperature doping

and cyclic doping.

IV.
A.

Discussion

Relaxation Times
Undoped (CH) ^.

The spin-lattice relaxation times presented for

undoped and doped cis- and trans- polvacetylenes can be compared with
other materials.

The undoped polymers have T^ comparable to y-

130

Figure 3.27.

Variation of EPR intensity with temperature for
trans-[CH(AsF5)y]^:
10"^;
(A)

(H) y

(•)

y = 0;

= 5.9 X 10"^;

(0)

(A)

y = 4.9 x

y = 5.8 x 10"^;

y = 1.2 X 10"^; Line is drawn for trans -(CH)
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Figure 3.28.

Variation of EPR intensity with temperature for cis[CH(AsF5)y]^:
10"^;

()

trans-(CH)

(0)

y = 5.2 x lO""^;

(A)

y = 2.5 x

y = 1.1 X 10"^; Line is drawn for

for comparison.
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in the range of 10 ^ -

irradiated poly(methyl methacrylate ) which has
10

—6
s.

49

The decrease in

upon doping is consistent with the shorter

spin-lattice relaxation times for complexes of pyrene and perylene with
iodine (10"'^

<

<

—8

10"*^)^^ and sodium metal

(T^^

51

-

Recent measurements by Flood et al. using high sensitivity EPR to
study trans-(CH)^ during photoexc itation agree with
for undoped trans -(CH)^.

values found here

Based on the decay time of photoinduced spins

they determined that at 10 K,

<

100 ^s.^^~^^

(The values for trans-

(CH)^ reported earlier in this chapter are 298 K:
ns',

11 K:

Tj^

= 92

(is,

T2 21 ns.)

method resulted in T^ values of ca.

ns,"*^^

however this was on

a

5

|is

at 300 K and 10

sample with

obtained by mild doping of cis -(CH)^.
10 ^

s

|is,

T2 80

Use of the electron spin echo decay

By saturation Francois et al. found for trans -(CH)^
200

= 22

a

T^^

\ks

= 5.8

at 100 K.^^
|is

and Tj =

linewidth of 0.29 G

Holczer et al. reported T^ = 6 x

by the saturation technique for trans- (CH)^.

These lower

Tj^

values by others may be due to contamination by oxygen or other
impurities.

For solids it is usually true that

>> T2',

this was

observed here for all samples that could be saturated.

Vansco and Rockenbauer^^ reported that trans -(CH)^ saturated at
higher microwave power than cis- (CH)^, and therefore concluded that
trans -(CH)^ has a shorter spin-lattice relaxation time than the cisisomer.
a

The same conclusion was reached here, although trans- (CH)^ had

lower saturation power than cis -(CH)^.

The reason is that

is

inversely proportional to saturation power and proportional to linewidth
(see equation 2.8).

They did not calculate relaxation times, and

it
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seems that their EPR measurements and/or isomerizat ion were performed in

They attributed the stronger relaxation (i.e. higher saturation

air.

power) after isomerization to more intensive interaction between the
spins and adsorbed oxygen.

Isomerization extended the path of diffusion

and increased the likelyhood of interaction spins and

Based on this

discussion their observation that trans -(CH)^ saturates at

a

higher

power than cis- (CH)^ cannot be accepted.
Berets and Smith observed an increase in conductivity of compressed
(CH)^ powders upon oxygen exposure. 57

Pochan et al» observed an initial

increase in the conductivity of (CH)^ films exposed to O2 followed by
large decrease.

58 59

a

The rise and fall in conductivity were attributed

'

to a reversible doping reaction and an irreversible chemical reaction.

The reversible effect of O2 on the EPR linewidth was also observed. ^'^^

That O2 is a reversible dopant is also confirmed by the significant

decrease in T^ upon short exposure of trans-(CH)^ to air.

It was shown

that it is a general* although irreversible, effect for other dopants to

lower

Tj^.

Vansco and Rockenbauer exposed cis-(CH)^ to air for 80 hours

and noted an increase in saturation power.

I

found

a

significant

effect on the trans- isomer after only 15 minutes exposure, an indication
that the neutral defects in trans- (CH)^ have a much higher mobility than

spins in cis -(CH)^.

Chien

28 ' 29 60
'

proposed that oxygen could dope polyacetylene by

reaction such as equation 3,5,
a

neutral soliton to

a

a

Another possibility is the conversion of

charged soliton while oxidizing

electron redox process (equation 3.6).

T^^

3+

in a two-

This mechanism would also
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2

AAAAAA

^

o2

AAAAAA
AAAAAA
+3

^

^2
--+4

,,,,

@
•

(3.6)
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explain the formation of charged solitons in undoped (CH)^ which will be

discussed in Chapter IV regarding their role in conductivity.
Either reaction 3,5 or 3,6 may be responsible for doping of (CH)^ by
oxygen.
of (CH)^.

It had been suggested^^ that adsorbed oxygen affected the EPR

Adsorption can perhaps affect the EPR by spin-orbit coupling

interaction, but this cannot be the only reaction since it does not

explain the increase in conductivity.

One firm conclusion is that

trans- (CH)^ is very sensitive to oxygen, and therefore

indicator of sample purity.

T^^

of

may be an

The adsorption of O2 and the spin-orbit

interaction may be responsible for the variation of linewidth from
sample to sample

Another reason for the large scatter in
(CH)^ may be the paramagnetic Ti

+3

and T2 of undoped trans-

bound to the polymer chains.

fluctuating fields produced by the paramagnetic Ti

3+

The

can provide

efficient spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation mechanisms to give

variability in T^ and linewidth.

The Ti

3+

contamination could reduce T^

and explain the differences from sample to sample.^^'^^

Oxidation of Ti

3+

by iodine has been used in olefin polymerization

by Ziegler-Natta catalysts to label chain ends.
is

'

When polyacetylene

doped with iodine similar reactions can occur with titanium bound to

the chain (equation 3,7) or with residual catalyst (equation 3.8).

Ti^'^-(C2H2)jjEt + I2

ITi^'^ + I2

>

ZTi^'^'-I

^Ti"*"^-! + Et(C2H2)jjI

(3.7)

(3,8)
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Such reactions would oxidize paramagnetic Ti^^ to diamagnetic Ti^^.
This is consistent with the observation (Figure 3,8) that light doping
of trans-(CH)^ with iodine significantly lowered the variability in

T^^.

In polymer preparation, residual catalyst was removed by extensive

washing (at least 15 times) with pentane, an inert solvent.

Use of

additional washing agents such as methanol and n-butanol failed to
remove any further Ti.

This is evidence that the only catalyst

remaining is bound to the polymer chains.

The failure of the methanol

(MeOH) to remove titanium from the polymer (P) was attributed to strong
pJT-dn

interaction between the polymer and the titanium, as shown in

equation 3.9.

28

The average Ti content for many pentane-washed (CH)^ samples was

3280 ppm + 30%, and could only be lowered by washing with acidic

methanol.

This technique is used in Ziegler-Natta polymerization of

olefins 61 ' 62 but it is not normally used for polyacetylene because of
doping.

I

found, however,

that overnight washing with 10% HCl/MeOH

cut the titanium concentration by half, and 30% HCl/MeOH lowered the Ti

content by two-thirds.
I

showed that washing cis- (CH)^ with 6% HCl/MeOH caused no change in

the relaxation times.

solitons in cis -(CH)
Ti

3+

This was not unexpected since the neutral
are confined and were probably not affected by

in the first place.

After isomerization to trans- (CH)^, the acid-

washed and pentane-washed samples had the same relaxation times,

although the conductivity of the acid-washed sample was 1000 times
greater.

Perhaps the removal of less than half of the Ti

3+

was not
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enough to change

Tj^.

The linewidth of trans -(CH)^ observed here and by others is

a

result

of competition between the broadening effect of hyperfine interaction

between the soliton and protons and the narrowing due to motion of the
neutral soliton. 64

That the proton-sol iton hyperfine interaction is the

major source of (CH)^ linewidth was demonstrated by the appreciably
narrower linewidths of (CD)^ where the hyperfine interaction is
supressed.^^

Nechtschein et al.^^ showed by the Overhauser effect that

the defect in trans- (CH)^ is mobile and is fixed in the cis -isomer.

Because of its mobile spins trans-(CH)^ has much weaker hyperfine
interaction than cis- (CH)^ which has fixed spins, therefore cis- (CH)
has the larger linewidth.
In section II. A it was shown that trans- (CH)^ is homogeneously

broadened, based on amplitude and linewidth behavior above the

saturation power.

For homogeneously broadened lines above saturation,

the amplitude should vary inversely with power and the linewidth should

increase.

Homogeneous broadening may be due to dipolar interaction

between like spins, spin-lattice interaction, and motionally narrowed
The common property for this type of

fluctuations in the local field.

broadening

is

that energy given to any part of the system can be quickly

transferred to the rest.

That trans -(CII)^ is homogeneously broadened is

consistent with the existence of

a

rapidly moving paramagnetic defect or

neutral soliton.

For inhomogeneously broadened lines the amplitude is independent of
power above saturation because the individual spin packets are saturated

at each power.

This also results in

a

power-independent linewidth.

Ci s- (CH) ^ can be said to be partially inhomogeneously broadened due to
the weaker power dependence of amplitude and linewidth at high powers.

Inhomogeneous broadening may be due to unresolved hyperfine structure
and dipolar interaction between unlike spins.

The limited spin mobility

in cis -(CH)^ could account for the unresolved hyperfine and the

localized spins may be expected to produce

a

spectral distribution of

lines in an envelope, characteristic of inhomogeneous broadening.

I

also showed that cis- (CD) ^ is more homogeneously broadened than cis(CH)^, probably due to the supression of the hyperfine by the deuterium.

Doped (CH) ^.

Upon light doping with

Bt2, or AsF^ the EPR of

trans- (CH) ^ remained homogeneously broadened.

Heavy doping of cis - or

trans- (CH)^ caused more inhomogeneous broadening, and this effect was

more pronounced at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Exposure of trans- (CH)^

to oxygen also caused inhomogeneous broadening.

Heavy doping,

especially if it is nonuniform may cause

a

distribution of resonant

lines or spin packets under one envelope.
It may be argued that these heavily doped samples are homogeneously

broadened, but the increase in linewidth at high powers is not seen due
to

line narrowing caused by microwave heating.

This heating effect to

cause apparent inhomogeneous broadening behavior seems unlikely since
for cis- (CH)^ very heavily doped with AsF^, Wnek found a temperature of

only 700C at 200 mW.^^

Since the linewidth of undoped trans -(CH)^

decreases from 0.8 G to only 0.4 G at 150®C, the inhomogeneous

broadening cannot be explained as an artifact of microwave heating.
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The fact that parts per million of iodine lowered
T^ of trans -(CH)
is further evidence of the rapid soliton diffusion;

and the fact that

much higher concentrations of iodine were needed to affect
T^ of cis(CH)^ confirms the presence of spins with low diffusivity.

These

solitons in cis-rich polyacetylene are assumed to reside
in the trans
segments.

Another conclusion of the effect of iodine on T^ of trans -

(CH)^ is that the iodine distribution in the system
is random.

Small

amounts of randomly distributed iodine would be expected
to interact

with the highly mobile spins of trans-(CH)^ but not with
the more
localized spins of cis-(Ce)^.

Doping cis-(CH)^ to higher levels brings

about spin-dopant interactions but the spins are still confined
as

evidenced by the broad linewidth.

Such

a

situation could account for

the very short T^ of cis-(CH)^ heavily doped with iodine.

Chien^^ has used the effect of light iodine doping on the relaxation
times to estimate the diffusivity of the neutral soliton.
3

At y(l3") =

X 10 ^ when T^ is affected there is only one I3" per 400 (CH)^
chains,

so for a neutral soliton to encounter a dopant there must
be

interchain

diffusion, and the interchain diffusion constant, D^, can be estimated.
The standard formula for

a

random walk in one dimension is

<l2> = 4Dt

(3.10)

where D is the diffusion constant, L is the mean distance between dopant
ions,

and

t

10"^ cm, and

is

the relaxation time.

t

= T^ = 2.7 x 10"^ s,

When y(l3"") =

3

x lO"'^, L = 4.2 x

resulting in D| - 1.6 x

10"'^

cm^
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The spin-spin relaxation time is affected at 7(13") =

when there is one dopant per four (CH)^ chains.

or

x lO"'*,

3

This can be considered

the dopant concentration necessary to affect intrachain soliton

diffusion since the dopant should be near several polymer chains.

ydj")

= 3 X 10"'*, L = 1.3 X 10""* cm,

and

t

= T2 = 8 x 10~^ s,

When

so D|| =

5.5 X 10"^ cm^ s"^.

These estimates result in

a

ratio of the longitudinal to

perpendicular diffusion constants for the neutral soliton in trans -(CH)^
(D||/Dj^ of 3 X 10^.

The values for diffusion rates found by other

methods vary by orders of magnitude, although this method may be

considered to be more direct.^^
The velocity of the soliton can be estimated to be v^ = D||/ja =

4.6 X 10^ cm

s

where

= 1.2 X is the lattice parameter.

This

soliton velocity is close to the estimate of Su, Schrieffer, and

Heeger.^^
For trans- (CH)^ it was found that Tj <<

and that the iodine

dopant concentration required to affect T2 was much greater than the
amount needed to affect T^,

This makes sense, because for

a

time to be affected the spin must interact with the dopant in

relaxation
a

time

less than the relaxation time.
The results discussed so far for undoped cis- and trans -

polyacetylene, and both isomers treated with iodine and oxygen could be
explained in terms of the soliton model.

Since arsenic pentaf luor ide is

another p-type dopant, EPR and conductivity behavior for both dopants
should be similar, but they are not.

This may be due to nonuniform
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reaction of (CH)^ and AsF^, isomerization during AsF^ doping, and other
factors
One difference is that when trans -(CH)^ was doped with arsenic

pentaf luor ide

T^^

was not affected until y(AsFg) = 10

yet ppm of

One explanation is that AsF^ is distributed

iodine decreased T^.

nonuniformly in the poljnner, which would require

is

greater amount of

a

dopant for interaction with the spins to occur in

Another possibility

,

a

time less than T^,

the weaker effective spin-orbit interaction of

AsF^ than iodine and the small overlap of the paramagnetic defects onto
the dopant species.

29

The arsenic atoms may also be screened by

fluorines, and this small spin orbit coupling would lead to fast

relaxation. 45

On the other hand,

iodine and bromine have large spin-

orbit coupling constants which would account for the strong effect on
Tj.

26 66
'

This argument has also been used to explain the different EPR

results of halogen and AsF^ intercalated graphite.

67

It is also difficult to compare the results of cis- (CH)^ doped with

iodine and with arsenic pentaf luoride doped cis -(CH)^.

As will be

discussed in the next section and in the next chapter, AsF^ doping of
cis- (CH) ^ is believed to be nonuniform and to cause isomerization.
The effect of other dopants on the EPR saturation was studied less

extensively, however

a

general effect of dopants is to increase the

saturation power (lower T^) of cis- and trans- (CH)^.

This was observed

for polyacetylene doped moderately to heavily with bromine, N02PFg,

NOjSbF^, POCI3, HSbFg, and electrochemically doped with ClO^"
counterion.

B.

EPR Intensity and Other Observations
Room temperature EPR intensity

The decrease in spin population

.

when trans -(CH) ^ is doped with iodine to 7(13

)

10

>

has also been

confirmed by the number of Curie spins measured by magnetic
susceptibility.

68

Chien has proposed doping reactions that are

28 ' 29 ' 60
consistent with EPR results.

Upon light doping with iodine

pair of polarons can be formed which then rapidly evolve into

charged solitons (equation 3.11),

a

a

pair of

Alternatively, doping may form single

polarons which can separate into neutral and charged solitons (equation
3.12).

Iodine may also randomly convert neutral defects into charged

solitons (equation 3.13).

Therefore for light doping there can be reactions where the number
of spins remains unchanged (equation 3.11),

the number of spins is

increased (equation 3.12), and the number of spins is decreased

(equation 3.13).

The result is that the net number of spins is

unchanged.

At higher doping levels the spin population falls.

Adjacent

polarons may be converted to charged solitons, as in equation 3.11.
a

polaron is formed on

a

chain which already has

spins can annihilate each other (equation 3.14),
soliton.

a

If

neutral soliton, the

leaving

a

charged

This annihilation is probably related to the increased

mobility of solitons above 0.1 mole % dopant.
Similar reactions can be drawn for AsF^ whether the dopant species
is As2Fj^Q~ or AsF^".

Examples are shown in equations 3.15 and 3.16.

The increase in spins seen by Goldberg et al. upon AsF^ doping may be
due to a nonuniform reaction,

since higher pressures were used.

(

3.12)

aVvvsaa
®

e
I3
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I®
^

®

T®
3

•

T

NAy^A^VW^
^3

(3.14)

^3

10

*

/vVV^WVa
^0

A/\AA/W\
'

2

*

3 AsF^

A/y\^lA/7\

(3.15)

(3.ie^

^

ASE
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The decrease in spins upon doping trans- (CH)^ with iodine was seen

by Pochan et al.^^ by following the EPR while doling
the sample compositions were not known.

situ

,

however

Bernier et al. observed

a

decrease in spins upon doping cis- (CH)^ with iodine and SbF^,^^ and also
70
during n-type electrochemical doping of cis- (CH)^.
although no sample
'

compositions were given.

An order of magnitude decrease in the number

of spins was also observed for NOHSO^ doping.

71

Therefore it

is

a

general observation that doping to high levels decreases the spin

population, but no other quantitative information of spin population vs.
doping level is available.^

Recently the experiment of trans- [CH(I^)]
was repeated in Japan
o y X
and it was found that the decrease in EPR intensity was slower than the

results presented in Figure 3.22.

72

They suggested that

a

reduction in

the cavity Q may have caused our underestimation of EPR intensity.

However upon iodine doping the reduction in Q is less than 15%.^'^^

Tokumoto et al.

72

propose

a

mechanism for iodine doping of trans-

(CH)^ similar to Chien et al.^^'^^'^^

reactions occur:

1)

They believe two types of

Conversion of neutral solitons to positive, i.e.

equation 3.13, to decrease spins, and 2)
via temporal formation of polarons,

change in number of spins.

i.e.

formation of charged solitons

equation 3.11, to have no net

The ratio of reactions (l)/(2),

of spins to no net change, decreases as doping proceeds,

i.e.

removal

although it is

not clear why.

Before discussing the change in spin population of cis- (CH)^ upon
doping it is useful to mention results concerning doping-induced

•
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Controversy abounds as to the degree of isomerization at

isomerization.

various doping levels.

In the case of cis -(CH)^ doped with iodine, at

NMR results indicated 80% trans

7(13") = 0.0017

no cis was seen by IR,

'J

ydj")

and by X-ray diffraction heavy iodine doping

On the other hand, IR

90% cis sample when doped to yd^') = 0.0031 was still

a

70% cis^^ and at y(l3~) = 0.005 only 15% trans was found.
a

= 0.007

A

caused practically complete isomerization.'"^
indicated that

at

.

By ^^C NMR

60% cis sample doped to y(l3~) = 0.057 was still 40% cis .^^ and IR

indicated that short cis segments existed even at y(l3~) = 0.02.^^
The case of AsF^ doped cis- (CH)^ is just as confusing.

isomerization was seen at low levels by

1

^

C NMR,

AO

Very little

there was no

indication of isomerization in cis- [CH(AsF^)Q 095]^ by neutron
scattering,

81

and

Raman, however,

13

C NMR showed no isomerization until y = 0,08,

517

showed isomerization began at y(AsFg) = 0.03, was

significant at y = 0.05 and was complete at y

>

0.08.

By specific

heat measurements on cis- and trans- (CH)^ with y(AsFj) = 0.12, Moses

concluded that isomerization was complete

QA

Others reported complete isomerization by electrochemical doping. 85
Na

_^

doping,

85

Li

4"

doping,

47

and isomerization induced by oxygen

86

Takano calculated that at y = 0.05 the polymer should be mostly trans

When cis- (CH)^

is

doped with iodine the reaction probably occurs in

trans -segments where low energy solitons can be formed (see equations
3.11 and 3.12).

Doping of cis segments would require formation of

higher energy polarons.
chemical

R7
.

There is spectroscopic

and electro-

evidence that doping of cis- (CH)^ occurs predominantly in
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trans segments.

Iodine may also dope cis- segments and induce

isomerization, 87 however at low doping levels this reaction is unlikely.

From the proceeding discussion, at log yd^") = -3.5 very little
isomerization had taken place.
occurred

a

If significant isomer ization had

narrow EPR signal characteristic of trans- (CH)^ would be

expected, however the EPR intensity falls without change in linewidth.
The same types of reactions occurring during iodine doping of trans(CH)

can occur in trans -portions of cis -(CH)

.

The case of cis- (CH)^ doped with AsF^ is much different than the
iodine case.

At y(AsFj) = 4 x 10

a

narrow EPR signal characteristic

of trans- (CH)^ was superimposed on the original broad signal, and at

higher doping levels only the narrow signal
due to lack of cis- (CH)^ since

13

observed.

is

This is not

C NMR results showed no extensive

isomerization at these low levels. 80

The broad cis EPR signal was lost

due to the low instrument gain needed to observe the narrow component.

The increase in EPR intensity of cis -[CB[(AsFg)y]^ may be explained
as follows.

Because of the higher reactivity of AsF^ than iodine, in

addition to doping trans segments, the AsF^ may also indiscriminately
dope cis segments.

Doping may induce local isomerization, and similar

reactions on the same chain would result in trans segments of (CH)^
separated by cis- (CH)^.

Spins would be formed on the same chain without

the possibility of annihilation,

resulting in

a

net increase in spin

population.
These superimposed EPR signals were also observed for cis- (CH)^
doped with

Na**""*"^

and

Li'*'^^''*^

and this was taken as evidence of

nonuniform doping and some isomerization.
cis- (CH)^ in the EPR showed
70
superimpo sable signals.

electrochemical doping of

a

Electrochemical doping of

decrease in intensity and no

Therefore it seems that iodine and
c is -(CH)^

proceed in similar manners.

One difficulty with this explanation is the report by Davidov et al.
of two EPR lines in cis - and trans -(CH)^ lightly doped with AsF^,

although the cis spectra were not shown.

For trans- [CH(AsFg)Q
oil^x

single signal was seen at room temperature and at

5

K

a

*

lump appeared.

The signal was theoretically resolved into narrow and broad components,

with the narrow component due to conduction electrons. ^^'^^

Variable temperature EPR intensity

.

The magnetic susceptibility of

trans-(CH)^ doped with arsenic pentaf luoride, Ikehata et al.^^ found
remained constant with Curie behavior for y

<

0.01, and at y = 0.07 the

temperature independent Pauli term increased abruptly.
al,

21 ' 23 however,
reported temperature independent susceptibility for y

as low as 0.005.

reports:

My results for undoped trans- (CH)^ agree with both

the EPR intensity doubled upon cooling from room temperature

to -140**C.
al.

Tomkiewicz et

Results on the doped samples are consistent with Ikehata et

Light doping with AsF^ up to y = 0.001 caused no change in the

temperature dependence.

It was shown that the double integrations of

Tomkiewicz et al. were in error due to Dysonian signals. 89
Because of the discrepancy regarding trans- [CHCAsFg)^]^ it was
important to compare results of cis- [CH(AsFc)_]_x with Tomkiewicz et
J
y

ai^21,22,23

xhey reported that cis -(CH)^ had

a

susceptibility ten times

less than trans-(CH)^ in agreement with the results found here.

They
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observed temperature independent susceptibility for undoped
and for all doping levels from y = 0,003 and higher.

I

c is -(CH)^

found only

a

slight temperature dependence of EPR intensity for cis" (CH)^ lightly

doped with AsF^,

increasing by only 10 - 30% upon cooling to -140"C.

They showed that the room temperature spin susceptibility of cisorder of magnitude greater than undoped cis -

[CHCAsFj)^ 009^x
(CH)^,

in agreement with my results

however,

(Figure 3.26).

They concluded,

that the susceptibility increase was linear with y; my results

for low level doping indicate a concentration threshold for increase of

susceptibility.
The importance of magnetic susceptibility is to answer the question

whether doping proceeds by

a

soliton or percolation mechanism.

The

magnetic susceptibility is

X =

+

(3.17)

+

where x^°^^ is the diamagnetic response of core electrons,

-

N^Hg /^bT is the Curie susceptibility which is inversely proportional to
temperature, and x

susceptibility.

P ~
is

2

N(Ep)

is

the temperature

the number of Curie spins,

magneton, kg is the Boltzman constant, and N(Ep)

independent Pauli
is

is

the Bohr

the density of

states at the Fermi energy.

The essential feature of percolation is the presence of disconnected

metallic regions at concentrations below Xcritical'
increase linearly with y with no sharp transition.

^P

My results for cis-

s
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[CHCAsFg)^]^ are not entirely consistent with this expectation since
slight temperature dependence was observed.

a

But the greater Pauli

character of this system than trans- [CH(AsFg)y]^ along with the

conductivity results (Chapter IV) do suggest some nonuniform doping.
The residual Pauli susceptibility in lightly doped cis -[CH(AsFg)
3
be due to fluctuations in y caused by inhomogeneous doping.

]
y X

may

AO

My results on trans- [CH(AsFg)y]^ at very low y support the
conclusion of Ikehata et al* 48 that doping proceeds by the formation of
nonmagnetic charged solitons.

At low y x

p

remains unchanged both in

magnitude and temperature dependence.

Bromine doped (CH) ^.

The super impo sable peaks seen for trans- (CH)^

heavily doped with bromine at first may seem similar in appearance to
cis -(CH)^ lightly doped with AsF^.

power the bromine sample exhibited

However upon first scanning at low
a

single asymmetric signal.

Scanning

at higher powers caused microwave heating and the formation of two

peaks.

Kletter et al.^^ showed that when (CH)^

is

heavily doped with

bromine some Br adds to the double bonds to produce some saturation;

heating to 140**C for

a

fev/

reformation of conjugation.

minutes promoted dehydrobromination and
Such double peaks were sometimes observed,

depending on the reaction conditions.

The presence of two EPR peaks in

the brominated-dehydrobrominated (CH)^ was attributed to nonuniform

reaction.

The two peaks may arise from mobile solitons in the

conjugated portions of the chain and from less-mobile solitons trapped

between saturated portions of the polymer chain.

Asymmetric

1

ine shape

.

A theory describing EPR absorption in metals
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has been developed'^^ and confirmed for a variety of metalsj^^ these

asymmetric EPR signals have also been observed in heavily doped (CH)^.
The large asymmetry corresponds to T^/Tj >> 1 where T2 is the spin-spin

relaxation time and

Tjy

is

the time needed for the electron to diffuse

through the skin depth 5:

38^

where v is the velocity of the electron and A is its mean free path.
The skin depth is

2
6 =

(t^)^^^

(3.19)

2naf

where

c =

speed of light, a = conductivity, and

f

is

the frequency.

One problem with asymmetric lines is the difficulty in obtaining

useful EPR information.

For high A/B microwaves do not penetrate fully

and the EPR intensity does not reflect the total number of spins.

C.

Conclusions
For the first time a systematic study of relaxation times of undoped

and doped polyacetylenes has been done,

and the results add support to

the existence of mobile solitons in. trans- (CH)^ and confined solitons
_cis- (CH)

.

Mobile solitons in trans- (CH)

broadening and the decrease in

T^^

account for homogeneous

caused by small amounts of iodine or

in

The decrease in T^ also indicates uniform doping by iodine.

oxygen.

That solitons in cis- rich (CH)^ are less mobile may be supported by the

inhomogeneous broadening and the lack of effect of iodine doping on
The amounts of iodine needed to lower

T^^

T-j^.

and Tj of trans-(CH)^ were used

to estimate diffusion constants for neutral solitons.

A general effect of dopants is to decrease T^, and for heavily doped
samples T^ was too short to measure, consistent with the observation
that for metals T^ - ^^2'^^

differences between [CHdj)^]^ and

[CH(AsFj)y.]^ may be due to different spin-orbit coupling constants of
the dopants or different degrees of dopant uniformity.

Oxygen is

a

reversible dopant which significantly lowers T^ of trans- (CH)^.

Doping (CH)^ to low levels
of spins,

a

mole %) does not change the number

and this can be rationalized by two types of reactions.

dopant may either form
convert

(< 0.1

a

positive and

neutral soliton to

a

a

A

neutral soliton or it may

positive soliton.

The spin concentration

will be unchanged and every dopant would generate

a

charged soliton.

Doping to high levels generally decreases the number of spins, and such
However, cis- (CH)^ when

samples are considered to be uniformly doped.

doped with AsF^ shows an increase in spins, attributed to nonuniform
doping.

Cis -(CH)^ lightly doped with AsF^ also shows two EPR components

probably due to nonuniform doping and
Trans - [CH(AsFg)y]^, y

<

10

,

a

small amount of isomer ization.

with the results of Ikehata et al. at higher
with the soliton doping mechanism.

in agreement

showed Curie behavior,
y,

and this is consistent

Cis -[CH(AsFg)y]^, y

<

more Pauli character which may indicate nonuniform doping.

10

showed
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CHAPTER

IV

ROOM TEMPERATURE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

I.
A.

Introduction

Review of Previous Work
When polyacetylene

is

doped with an electron donor or acceptor the

conductivity increases sharply over orders of magnitude at low levels
then saturates at some critical concentration, y^, as indicated by
'knee'

in the log a vs.

y curve (Figure 1.1).

a

All dopants examined gave

similar results as Figure 1.1, but with the maximum conductivity and

critical concentration varying from dopant to dopant.
curves in the literature include [CHI

]
y X

[CHBr

Such log a vs. y

]
y X

[CH(AsF3)y]^,^''* [CH(SbF5)y]^,^ [CH(WClg)y]^, ^ [CHCMoClg)^]^.^

[CH(CF3S03H)y]^/ [CH(FeCl3)y]^,7 [CHCFeCl^)^]^, ^ [cH(BF3)y]^,*^
[CH(H2S04)y]^,^ [CH(ClS03H)y]^,^ and [CHNa^]^.^^'^^
suggest that

a

change in behavior, referred to as

metal (SM) transition, takes place at
1

a

a

These studies

semiconductor-to-

critical concentration of about

mole % dopant (y^ - 0.01).
c

Other evidence for this SM transition comes from thermoelectric
power (or S, for Seebeck coefficient) measurements.
be considered as a measure of entropy per carrier,
a

The thermopower can
so for semiconductors

large S (few carriers with many possible states per carrier) is

expected and for metals (where the entropy of the degenerate electron
gas IS small per carrier) a small S is expected.
for trans -CCHdj)

]^ that S remains

163

It has been found

large and constant for y

<

0.001,

164

falls steeply for 0.001
of concentration for y

<

>

y

0.01, and is small and nearly independent

<

0.01,

implying y^ - 0.01.^^'^^
c

Similar

thermopower transitions were observed for trans- [CH(AsFg)y]^^*^^ and
[CH(FeCl4)y]^.^

Another indicator of this SM transition is the decrease in
activation energy for conduction at y^.
c
<

y«

Critical concentrations of 0.01

i 0.03 were observed by activation energy changes for trans-

polyacetylene doped with l2.^ ^^2'^' ^^^5'^ MoCl^,^, WCl^/ CFjSOgH,^^
FeCl3,'' BFj,^ H2S04,^ C1S03H,^ and AsFg.^^

Still another verification of a SM transition was obtained by IR

transmission, and similar results were obtained for trans- (CH)^ doped

with iodine and arsenic pentaf luor ide

3
,

Doping up to y = 0,009 did not

change the transmission, but at y = 0.02 the transmission was zero at
the high end of the spectrum and increased at the low end,

At y = 0.06 no transmission was observed down to 20 cm ^,

energy gap.
implying

a

implying an

continuous excitation spectrum,

i.e. metallic.

transition at y - 0,02 - 0.03 agrees with y^ inferred from

The sharp
a,

E^^^, and

S.

The long wavelength IR reflectance is sensitive to free carrier

concentration and from the spectra of

a

series of trans- [CH(AsFc)_]„

samples the critical concentration was estimated to be 1-3%,^^

These estimates of y^ by

a,

E^^^, IR transmission, and reflectance

were based on data at relatively high concentrations with no work at y
0.001;

the SM transition was found to occur at a few mole percent of

dopant (y c

1

- 3 x 10

) ,

however recent results obtained by slow and

<

careful doping with AsF^ indicate

a

smaller value for y^.^

The term

'semiconductor-to-metal transition' is not exactly accurate, since the
doped polymers are not true metals, but rather have high conductivities
17
and low thermoelectric powers like metals.

More appropriate terms to

use are conductivity transition or thermopower transition, however since
the term semiconductor-to-metal transition is in wide use it will still

be referred to.

There is a second transition at y = 0.07 for

[CH(AsFg)y]^'*'^^ and at y = 0.05 for [CHNay]^^^ where the Pauli spin

susceptibility increases sharply to values characteristic of free
carriers of

a

broad band metal.

Since this work is concerned with light

doping only the former SM transition mentioned will be discussed.
The SM transition in (CH)^ has been treated as similar to heavily

doped semiconductors.

Light doping produces localized hole carriers in

the gap bound to the acceptors

.

If the concentration is increased to a

critical level then the screening from the carriers will destroy the

bound states, giving rise to the SM transition.

This occurs when the

screening length becomes less than the radius of the most tightly bound
Bohr orbit of the hole and acceptor in the bulk dielectric

•^c

- I(4aH)-l(S^)]3

where a^ is the Bohr radius,
(e - 10

(4.1)

8

is the dielectric constant of the

20

medium

from IR reflection measurements), and m*/m - 1 is the ratio of

the band mass to the free electron mass.

10

"^^
:

- 10 21 cm

—3
,

This estimation gives

n^ c

22
and since the density of carbon atoms is 2 x 10

166

cm

—3
*

this corresponds to

of a few mole percent* assuming one carrier

^16
J
per dopant*
The lowest dopant concentration studied in these measurements was

about 0.1 mole percent, therefore no measurements, or perhaps just one,

were made on samples doped to below the SM transition.

Electron

paramagnetic resonance studies at light doping proved valuable (Chapter
III), and transport properties below the transition should also provide

useful information.

The critical concentration could be better defined

than from the presently available data, and the effects of different

dopants below the transition could be compared.

Recently an

intersoliton hopping (ISH) model has been proposed to explain the
transport in lightly doped trans- (CH)^.

19 20 21
'

'

and conductivity and

thermopower data at lower concentrations would help evaluate the

validity of ISH.
The next two sections will outline the ISH and percolation models of

conduction.

In part II of this chapter, conductivity and thermopower

results will be presented for cis- and trans - [CHd^)^]^ and

[CHCAsFj)^]^, 10"^

<

y

10"^, and discussion will follow in part III

<

including comparison with predictions of ISH and percolation.

B.

Summary of Two Conduction Mechanisms

Intersoliton hopping
to

.

The soliton model of SSH

22 23
'

has been used

explain the magnetic, spectroscopic, and transport properties of

undoped and doped (CH)^. ^'^^

The soliton is a domain wall between

regions of two different ground state configurations of the Peierls

1

dimerization.

The local i zed electronic state associated with the

soliton lies at at mid-gap between the valence and the conduction
bands^ and the gap state can be unoccupied, singly occupied, or doubly

occupied to give positive, neutral or negative solitons.
Spin diffusion of neutral solitons is highly one-dimensional since
the soliton is a topological excitation and cannot hop between chains.

If charged solitons are added to the mid-gap, hopping and three-

dimensional conduction becomes possible.

Intersoliton hopping requires the presence of pinned charged
solitons, mobile neutral solitons, and nearby inpurity counterions.

shown in equation 4.2a an electron can make

neutral soliton on one chain to

a

a

As

phonon assisted hop from

positive soliton on

a

a

neighboring

chain.

If the neutral soliton is isolated this process is energetically

costly,

like liberating a charged soliton from an impurity counterion.

But if the neutral soliton is near a charged impurity as shown in eq.

4.2a the activation energy for hopping is very small.

Neutral solitons

can diffuse along a chain (eq. 4.2b) until another impurity and

neighboring charged soliton is approached, and another hop can occur
(eq.

4.2c)

Since the dopants are randomly distributed the hopping

.

conduction is three dimensional.
occur from

a

type doping.

This hopping can also analogously

negatively charged soliton to

a

neutral soliton as in n-

ISH is expected to be favorable for lightly doped trans-

(CH)^ at low temperatures. 2

Percolation.

This mechanism has been used to describe conduction in

composites of conducting particles embedded in an insulating matrix.

168
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Localized states such as solitons are not required since conduction is
dominated by transfer between conducting segments.
domains are irregular in

s

The conducting

ize and shape and tunnel ing rather than

hopping occurs at the region of closest approach.

The tunneling is

affected by voltage fluctuations caused by transient excess or deficient
charge.

The conductivity depends on the size and concentration of the

conducting particles.

'

II.
A.

Results^^

Dopant Concentration Dependence of Conductivity

Conductivitv of pristine (CH)^

>

Until now conductivity measurements

have been made on (CH)^ films extensively handled with numerous

opportunities for contamination, especially by oxygen* and for
isomerization.

A procedure was developed (Chapter II) to polymerize

(CH)^ film directly on the wires of a four-probe apparatus, wash the
film,

Cis*

and measure the conductivity without handling the polymer.

(CH)^ polymerized on the wires at -78**C, washed 15 times with pentane,
and warmed to room temperature had conductivities of 3.6 x 10

(trial 1) and

6.0 x 10"^ (Q cm)~^ (trial 2).

a

first case and by a factor of 1.2 in the second.

Sample

1

hour,

6.0 X 10"^

cm)

—1

factor of
1

3

in the

was heated

then the temperature was gradually

increased to 18S^C over the next 50 minutes until
was reached,

(fl

During washing the

conductivity changed only slightly, increasing by

under vacuum at 150**C for

—9

a

resistance minimum

and after cooling to room temperature the conductivity was

(a cm)"-^.

Sample 2 was heated at 150*>C for

3

1/2 hours until

170

a

resistance minimum was reached, and

was 1-1 X 10 ^

(J2

cm) ^.

th.e

room temperature conductivity

These conductivities for pristine cis- and

trans -(CH)^ are in agreement with those in the literature for normally
28
handled polyacetylenes

Cis- and trans- (CH)^ were doped slowly with iodine

Iodine doping .

as described in Chapter II,

and Figure 4,1 shows the conductivity as a

function of dopant concentration for cis- [CH(l2)y]^ and trans -

[CHd^)^]^.

Note that the dopant concentration scale on the abcissa is

logarithmic rather than linear as shown in Figure 1.1, and the dopant

concentration shown here is

a

few orders of magnitude lower than

previously studied, thus giving conductivity information below the
semiconductor-to-metal transition.

The conductivity of trans- (CH)^

changed very little with small additions of iodine, having
ca.

0.5 for log y

<

a

slope of

-4; at log y = -4 the conductivity began to

gradually increase, and for -3

log y

<

<

-2 the conductivity increase

was rapid with a log a vs. log y slope of ca. 4.5,

Note that undoped cis- (CH)^ has conductivity at least four orders of

magnitude lower than trans -(CH)^

.

Upon doping with iodine both isomers

followed similar behavior although the conductivity of cis -CCHd^ )y]^

began to increase at

a

smaller y.

to increase gradually at log y = 5,

Conductivity of cis -[CH(Ig)y.]^ began
and at log y = -4 the increase was

rapid with the midpoint of the transition occuring at y{l3
and a slope of ca. 4.5.

)

= 7 x 10 ^

The conductivity of cis- (CH)^ saturation doped

with iodine was greater than similarly doped trans samples.

Arsenic pentaf luor ide doping

.

Since AsF^ is another p-type dopant
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Figure 4.1.

Variation of conductivity with
[CH(l3)y]^;

(•)

cis-[CH(l3)y]^.

y:

(0)

trans-

-7

-6

-3
-5 -4
log y(i3)

the log a vs.

log y curves were expected to be similar to tCHdj)^]^.

However wlien trans-(CH)^ was doped slowly with AsF^ the result was much
different than expected (Figure 4.2).

The conductivity increased even

at very light dopant concentrations and increased

doping.

There seems to be a change in slope around y = 10

slope changing from

the rate of doping;
a

with the

1.25 at low levels to 1.9 at higher levels, but no

clear SM transition is seen.

with

monotonically with

The observed conductivity also depended on

the triangle data point represents a sample doped

higher pressure of AsF^.

A general observation was that more

rapid AsF^ doping to low levels (y

<

10

)

conductivities than slowly doped samples.
rapid doping to high y values (y

>

10

)

resulted in higher
It was also observed that

gave samples with

conductivities up to two orders of magnitude lower than slow doping.
However no detailed study was done on conductivities at different y
values obtained by various doping rates.
It was concluded that doping with AsF^ was nonuniform^ even when

done slowly, because (1) the conductivity depended on the doping rate
(i.e. AsF^ pressure

,

and (2) no clear semiconductor- to-metal

conductivity transition was observed as with another p-type dopant,
iodine.

This is discussed in section III-A of this chapter.

Therefore

attempts were made to achieve uniform doping.
AsF^, being

a

strong oxidizing agent and

a

Lewis acid,

is

much more

reactive than iodine, so (CH)^ samples were cooled during the doping

procedure to slow the reaction between (CH)^ and AsF^.

Trans- (CH)^ was

cooled to temperatures ranging from -89**C to +25°C and was slowly doped
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Figure 4.2.

Variation of conductivity with y for trans[CH(AsFe)
3

rapidly.

]
y X

:

(•)

doped by slow method;

(A)

doped

with AsF^ to -4.2

log y

<

<

-3.0.

All eight samples gave concentration,

conductivity points falling on or near the line in Figure 4.2.
The doping was modified to the 'cyclic' procedure of short periods
of doping followed by high vacuum pumping, as described in Chapter II.

The results of trans-(CH)^ cyclically doped with AsF^ are shown in

Figure 4.3 along with the iodine results for comparison.

modified AsF^ doping procedure

a

Using this

conductivity transition was observed

for trans- (CH)^, and both p-type dopants (I2 and AsF^) caused remarkably

similar effects on trans- (CH)^.

Cis- (CH)^ when doped slowly with AsF^ also lacked

a

sharp

semiconductor-to-metal conductivity transition (Figure 4.4).
vs.

The log a

log y plot is almost linear with a slope of ca. 2.3 over the whole

doping range of 10 ^

<

y

<

10 ^.

As in the case of trans -(CH)^, rapid

doping (i.e. higher AsF^ pressure) to low levels gave higher

conductivities than slow doping^ also doping samples slowly at reduced
temperatures did not alter the log a vs. log y plot.

However unlike

trans-(CH)^, doping cis- (CH)^ with AsF^ by the cyclic method did not
change the resulting conductivities ^ these points are included in

Figure 4.4.

Acid doping

.

dopants for (CH)^.

Two protonic acids, HPF^ and HSbF^, were used as new

Doping was done both from solution and vapor.

Hexaf luorophosphor ic acid was used as purchased and was

a

stable

equilibrium containing 65% HPF^, 21% H2O, 6% HF, and 8% HPO2F2, H3PO3F,
and HjPO^.

Vapor doping overnight gave

and phosphorus content of 1.7%.

a

conductivity of 0.4

(12

cm)

^

Solution doping for times ranging from

177

Figure 4.3.

Variation of conductivity with y for trans[CH(AsFc)
J

prepared by the cyclic procedure.
]
y X

Broken curve is for trans- [CH(I^)
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Figure 4.4.

Variation of conductivity with y for
[CH(AsFr)
3

y X

(•)

cis.-

doped by slow method;

(

doped by cyclic method: (A) doped rapidly.

)
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20 - 60 minutes gave conductivities around

5

(Q cm)~^ with ca.

7% P by

elemental analys is

Hexaf luoroantimonic acid, HSbF^*6H20,

a

liquid, was a much better

Solution doping produced golden shiny films which

dopant than HPF^.

were not as brittle as (CH)^ heavily doped with I2 or AsF^,

Conductivities as high as 250 (0 cm)

^

were observed, and these were

determined to be electronic by passing
change in 0*

hours with no

2 amps for 12

Washing with nitromethane and methylene chloride changed

neither the conductivity nor composition.

Assuming

a

formula

[CH(SbFg'6H20)y]^, y was estimated to be 0.1 - 0.2 by weight gain.

Elemental analyses showed about 30% Sb and F/Sb ratios ranging from
4.5.

The thermopower of

a

3

-

jiVK ^,

heavily doped sample was + 30

indicating a p-type semiconductor.

Empirical conductivity equation

.

I

have described the conductivity

results for cis- and trans- (CH)^ doped slowly with iodine with an

empirical formula, equation 4.3, which is similar to an idea used by

Epstein to describe the magnetic susceptibility of trans- [CH (I^

29

log y - log y^
log a = log

o

+ 1/2 log 01 [1 + tanh(
±

In equation 4.3

is

^

the undoped conductivity,

(4.3)

)]

is

the highest

doped conductivity divided by the undoped conductivity, y^ is the dopant

concentration for the conductivity transition, and A is related to the
width of the transition in logarithmic units of concentration.

Tanh is basically

a

step function.

For log y << log y^, tanh (log y

182

- log Yq) =

For log y >> log y^, tanh (log y -

so log a = log a^.

log 7o^ =

so log a = log

+ log

y - log y^) = 0, and log a = log

For trans- [CH(I^)y]^
log

<y^

= +7.0,

a

+ 1/2 log

and A = 1.0.

reasonable fit was found for log

with the data.

For log y = log y^, tanh (log
a^^.

reasonable fit was found for log

log y^ = -2.48.

-3.18, and A = 1.5.

a^^.

= -5,5,

For cis-tCHdj)^ 1^ a

= -9.5, log

= +12.0, log y^ =

o-^

These plots are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4,6 along

Note that trans- [CH(Io)

]

has

a

larger

and smaller A

y.,

than cis- [CH(I^)y]^ and that the equations underestimate the

conductivities of both isomers at high dopant concentrations.

B.

Dopant Concentration Dependence of Thermopower
Trans- [CH(I ^)y]^.

Thermopower measurements were made by Win-Long

Chia as described in Chapter II.
of 1450 fiVK ^ + 10%.

Upon doping lightly with iodine

decreased gradually above log y(l3
4 X 10""*

<

y(l3")

<

Undoped trans- (CH)^ had

1 X 10"^

)

a

S was

unchanged,

= -5, and dropped precipitously for

(Fi gure 4.7).

The thermopower of trans-

(CH)^ heavily doped with iodine to log y = -1.25 was ca. 30

Trans- [CH(AsF g]^]^.

thermopower

|iVK~"^.

These results presented in Figure 4.7 are from

samples prepared by the cyclic doping method.

Addition of 10

^

mole

fraction of AsF^ to trans- (CH)^ decreased the thermopower to ca. 900
|xVK ^,

and S remained constant at this value for 10

Between 4.4

xlO^ <y<9xlO^

^

<

y

<

3 x

10 ^.

the thermopower dropped sharply as in

the iodine case to S = 16 nVK"^ for trans- [CH(AsFg

)QQQ^g]^.

The

thermopower transitions for trans -(CH)^ doped with iodine and with AsF^

183

Figure 4,5.

Variation of conductivity with y for trans[CH(l2)y]^.
= -5.5,

1.0.

Line is drawn for equation 4.3 with log
log

= +7.0,

log y^ = -1.48, and A =

184
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Figure 4.6.

Variation of conductivity with y for cis- ECHd^) y-x
]
Line is drawn for equation 4.3 with, log
log

= +12.0,

log y

= -9.5,

= -3.18, and A = 1.5.

186

log y(i3-)
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Figure 4.7.

Variation of thermopower with y:

[CHdj)^]^;

reference 4.

trans^

trans- [CH(AsFg)y]^ prepared by

(0)

cyclic method;

(•)

(

Q

)

trans- [CH(AsF^ ^1 ^ from
)
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by the cyclic method occur at nearly the same dopant concentration, and

both are very sharp, spanning only twofold changes in dopant
concentrations.

The midpoint of the transitions is y =

8 x

10~^, lower

than estimated by conductivity.

The thermopower values of several

samples of trans- [CH(AsFj)]^, y

<

10 ^, prepared by the slow doping

method without pumping were scattered above and below the line drawn in
Figure 4.7.
The open squares in Figure 4.7 are data from the University of

Pennsylvania, 4 and are included for two reasons.

The first is to show

the sharper transition demonstrated by my results; while two of their

data points fall on either side of the transition, two of ours fall

within the transition, thus definining it clearly.
undoped thermopower is 950 ^VK

^

compared to 1450

Secondly their
fxVK ^

Interestingly, very light AsF^ doping lowered S to 900
the undoped value of Park et al.

Cis-CCHd ^)

found here.
fiVK""^,

close to

12 ' 13

A sharp drop in thermopower of cis- CCHd^ ) ]^ was

observed around log y = -4 (Figure 4.8), in agreement with the
increasing conductivity at that concentration.
be made for log y(l3~)

<

Measurements could not

10"^ nor on undoped cis- (CH)^ because the high

sample resistances exceeded the accurate limits of the instrument,

however the thermopower of undoped cis -(CH)^ is at least ten times
greater than trans -(CH)_.

The thermopower transition for cis- (CH)

doped with iodine occurs at almost an order of magnitude lower in y than

trans-[CH(Io)
J

•
1
y X

The insert in Figure 4.8 shows details of more

heavily doped samples.
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Figure 4,8.

Variation of thermopower with y for cis- [CH(Ij)^]
Insert shows details at higher doping levels.
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Effect of oxygen on trans-(CH) ^.

Since oxygen has been found to

affect the electrical conductivity of trans-(CH)^, the effect of oxygen
on the thermopower was investigated.

For up to 10 hours of exposure to

air at room temperature in the apparatus* S remained constant at 1425 +

100

{lYK ^.

After one day

days S was 1140

^iVK ^«

a

slow decrease was observed and after four

After five days of air exposure the thermopower

began to gradually increase.

variation in resistance.

This is shown in Figure 4.9 along with the

The conductivity increase of almost an order

of magnitude occurred in the first hour of air exposure.

C.

Simultaneous a and EPR During Isomerization
As described in Chapter II, the conductivity and EPR intensity and

linewidth were followed simultaneously during isomerization at ISO^'C

under nitrogen flow.

EPR and a measurements were made at room

temperature, and the results are plotted in Figure 4.10.

Note that

after less than one minute of heating the linewidth decreased by almost
50% but conductivity and intensity were unchanged.

Longer heating

continued to decrease the linewidth but a and intensity remained
constant until they began to increase after three minutes of heating.

Intensity
and AH^^ continued to decrease
^ and o continued to increase
pp
even past the 20 minutes shown in Figure 4.10.

obtained when the experiment was repeated.

Similar results were

Samples were not heated long

enough to obtain complete isomerization with minimxim linewidth and

maximum conductivity.

Such studies have been done,

interest here was in short times.

30—32

however the

In an independent experiment I found
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Figure 4.9.

Variation of thermopower
resistance

(#»

solid line) and

dashed line) of trans -(CH)^ with

exposure time to air at room temperature.
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Figure 4.10.

Variation of room temperature conductivity (•), EPR
linewidth (A), and EPR intensity

)

as a function

of isomerization time at ISO^C under nitrogen flow.

196

Time

(min.)

3

1/2 hours of heating at 150**C were required to achieve maximum

conductivity.
There was some concern that small amounts of oxygen might be

affecting the results since polyacetylene is prone to oxidation,

especially at high temperatures, so
cis- (CH)^ sealed in

a

a

similar experiment was done on

tube under vacuum.

Conductivity could not be

measured in this experiment, but the EPR results (Figure 4.11) are
similar to the results in Figure 4.10.

III.

Discussion

Conductivity

A.

Iodine doping .

Figure 4.1 shows some remarkable results with

conductivities ranging over 12 orders of magnitude and dopant
concentrations spanning 6 orders of magnitude.

For the first time

conductivities at known doping levels below the semiconductor-to-metal
transition are available, and much more detail is observed than in the

work of Chiang et al.

1 2
'

With this newly available data on lightly

doped samples the conductivity transition is observed to occur an order
of magnitude lower in dopant concentration than previously estimated

from limited data.
One other report on the conductivity of lightly doped polyacetylene
is

by Mihaly et al.^^ who studied lightly doped cis- [CHI^]^, with y

determined by weight uptake by the sample on
10"^

<

y

<

of about 4.

a

quartz spring.

0.2 they found that log a vs. log y was linear with

For
a

5 x

slope

This slope is similar as the one in Figure 4.1, however

198

Figure 4.11.

Variation of room temperature EPR linewidth
(•) and
EPR intensity
under vacuum.

)

with isomerization time at ISQOC

199

200
their conductivities at low y were higher than in Figure 4.1.

observed only

Also they

gradual conductivity increase with no abrupt change in

a

conductivity at some dopant concentration.

The lack of

transition and

a

high conductivities at low dopant concentrations found by Mihaly et al.
for cis-[CHIy]^ are similar to my results for cis- [CH(AsFg)y]^ (Figure
4.4)

«

and may be attributed to nonuniform doping (to be discussed

Mihaly et al. could not obtain data for log yd")

later).

34

Kiess et al.
log y = -3.75.

examined the conductivity of trans-[CHI

<

-3.3.

down to
]
y X

Thin films were polymerized on substrates and iodine

concentrations were determined with a quartz resonator thickness
monitor.

These results showed

broad transition with no detail below

a

my observed transition.
The similarities of conductivities of
the transition region (log y(l3

mobilities in both isomers.

)

c

is- and trans- [CHdg)^.]^ in

-3.5) imply similar carrier

>

At log y = -3.5 the conductivities of both

isomers are the same and at higher levels both exhibit rapid increases
in conductivities with the same log a vs. log y slopes.
(a)

is

the product of number of carriers (n)

carrier mobility

a =

,

electron charge (e), and

(fi):

(4.4)

no\i

In the transition region a, n, and

also is the same.

Conductivity

e

are the same for both isomers so ^

Since the increase in

<y

is

much greater than in n,

the mobility is increasing greatly, especially in the cis isomer.

201
The conductivity transition may be described as

whereby charged defects pinned by the potential of
soliton 'glassy' state are converted to

a

a

phase transition

dopant ion in a

a

soliton 'liquid' state in

which the charged defects interact with two or more dopant ions.

This

conversion takes place when the average separation between uniformly
distributed dopant ions is less than the domain widths of

th'e

soliton

defects.
The higher conductivity for cis- (CH)^ heavily doped with iodine than
the doped trans isomer has previously been observed,^ and may be

attributed to some degradation of the
isomerization.

(C!H)^

during thermal

It has been reported, however, that if (CH)^ is very

carefully isomerized so as to prevent degradation, it has the same
saturation doped conductivity as the cis isomer. 31
This iodine doping at low levels involved the use of iodine-125, but

now that Figure 4*1 is available such lightly doped samples can be
prepared without using the radioisotope.

Figure 4.1 can be used as a

calibration curve to prepare trans- [CHd^)^]^* -3,5
cis- [CH(I^)y]^. -5

log y

<

<

<

log y

<

-2 and

By measuring the conductivity the

-2.

composition can be determined.
The conductivity of trans- (CH)^ is unchanged upon light iodine

doping so Figure 4.12 is provided as
trans- [CH(Ij)y]^, y
a

<

10"^.

vapor pressure of 2.5 x 10

a

calibration curve to prepare

The doping is done with iodine at -23*»C, or
—3

torr.

Arsenic pentaf luoride doping

.

The increase in

<y

at low y for cis-

and trans- (CH)^ doped slowly with AsF^ (Figures 4.2 and 4.4) may be due
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Figure 4.12.

Calibration curve:

log y vs. doping time with

iodine at 2.5 x 10"^ torr for trans- CCHd^)
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^

CD

UD

(^I)

A Boi
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to

nonuniform doping and the formation of metallic islands.

The surface

of the film may be nonuniformly doped# and further doping may increase
the size of the metallic islands and proceed into the interior of the

This is supported by the observation that more rapid doping to

sample.

low y gave higher conductivities than slow doping (triangle data points
in Figures 4.2 and 4.4).

However doping trans-(CH)^ by the cyclic

method with AsF^ produced a conductivity transition.

Based on the following transport and paramagentic properties

discussion it can be argued that slow iodine doping of cis- and trans(CH)_ and cyclic AsFc doping of trans- (CH)_ are uniform, but trans-

[CHCAsF^)^]^ prepared by the slow method and cis— [CH(AsFj)y]^ prepared

by any method so far are nonuniform.

The term 'uniform'

is of

course a

subjective term and can refer to many scales of observation, such as on
a

molecular level, fibril level, etc.

The term used in this context is

with reference to the transport and paramagnetic properties. 17

Uniformly doped samples show similar transport properties (i.e.
conductivity and thermopower) as

a

function of dopant concentration, and

the behavior should be independent of the type of dopant.

pretransitional region there is very little change in a and

In the
S,

and In

the transitional region transport properties change greatly as seen by
the increase in a and decrease in S.

The better the uniformity in the

distribution, the more abrupt is the transition.^
[CH(AsFff)
J

y

In the case of trans-

some sort of high vacuum pumping is required, either by

]
X.

mechanical pumping as in the cyclic method or cryopumping as in the
method of Moses et al.^

Similar sharp conductivity and thermopower

transitions have also been observed for trans- (CH)^ doped to low levels
(10

—6
<

y

<

10

~1
)

electrochemically with perchlorate counterion."

Such

slow electrochemical doping with long equilibration times should produce
the most uniformly doped samples.

Uniformly doped samples should also exhibit certain similar EPR
characteristics, as described in Chapter III and briefly summarized
here.

Uniformly doped samples showed

0.1 mole % dopant and

a

a

decrease in EPR intensity around

single line at all doping levels.

Nonuniform

doping produced an increase in EPR intensity, e.g. AsF^ doping of cis(CH)^-*-^

and rapid AsFr doping of trans- (CH)

^.

Cis-(CH)^ doped with

AsF^ also exhibited two components in the EPR spectrum, and

C NBfR
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indicated nonunif ormity of AsF^ doping of cis- (CH)^.

Based on paramagnetic and transport studies, uniform samples are
trans- (CH)^ +

cis-(CH)^ +

and trans -(CH)^ + AsF^ (cyclic

method)^ nonuniform samples are trans-(CH)^ + AsF^ (normal slow doping)
and cis- (CH)^ + AsF^ (normal slow doping or cyclic method).

An important question
with AsF^ produces

a

is

why the cyclic method of doping trans- (CH)^

more uniform sample.

On samples doped to y

Moses et al. observed sharper S and a transitions when
involved cryogenic pumping was used.^

a

>

10

method that

Riekel et al. found that (CH)^

doped with 100 torr of AsF^ exhibited an amorphous halo by neutron

diffraction, but if after short periods of doping with 100 torr of AsF^
the sample chamber was evacuated by high vacuum,

a

sharp diffraction

pattern was observed. 38
Professor MacDiarmid suggested that

a

side product in the AsF^
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doping reaction is AsF^,

2(CH)^ + 3ASF3

^2(CH)^'^ AsF^" + AsFj

(4.5)

and this AsF^ may interfere with uniform doping.

The exact role of

AsFj is not known, but there is evidence that AsF^ is present in AsF^
doped (CH)^, and if the sample is evacuated (which would remove AsFj'*^)
the conductivity behavior changes.

AsFj has been observed in AsF^ doped (CH)^ by x-ray absorption^^"^^
and mass spectrometry.
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Upon doping with AsF^ the fibril diameter

increased from 200 X to about 1000

but iodine doping increased the

fibril diameter only to 300 X or 400 k at the most.'*^'^^

The swelling

in the former was attributed to the formation of AsFj gas in the

polymer.
The stoichiometry of AsF^ doped (CH)^ varies and depends on doping

conditions.

MacDiarmid et al. explained the As/F ratio of 1/5.0 by

reaction 4.6. 39

(CH)^ + yAsF5

[^^^(AsF^-

>

(4.6)

[CH+y(As2Fio-)y/2lx

Upon heating AsF^ was evolved and the sample composition changed to
As/F = 1/6.0.
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[CH-'y(As2FiO=)y/2J/^ ^^^^^^'^^^^^6~hy/3^j,

Varying elemental analyses indicte

a

AsFg

^

mixture of As2Fj^q

(4.7)

and AsF^

.

Based on the above reactions, the presence of AsF^~ is indirect evidence
43
of AsF^ formation.

AsF^ is not always found in large quantities

because it is easily removed.

oxidation of
graphite.

41

S,

Se,

and Te,

Reaction 4.5

is

known to occur for AsF^

and possibly in the AsF^ intercalation of

It had been predicted that the presence of AsF^ trapped

within the polymer may affect the electrical properties .^^

B.

Thermoelectric Power
The thermopower transitions for cis- [CH(Ij)y]^. trans- [CHdj)^]^,

and cyclically doped trans.- [CH(AsFc)^]^ correspond to their conductivity
J y X

transitions, but the thermopower transitions are much sharper.

trans- [CHd^jy]^ as an example, the S transition spans

a

factor of 2 in

y while the a transition spans 2 orders of magnitude in y.
is a zero

Taking

Thermopower

current measurement which measures intrinsic properties of

a

material without interference from intergranular or interf ibrillar
contacts. 12

Conductivity, however, is

depends on the morphology.

a

bulk measurement which in part

Since (CH)^ is composed of 200 X fibrils

matted together, the conductivity will be affected by the number of
contacts between fibrils.

A low thermopower at y(l3

—
)

= 2 x 10

—3

indicates metallic behavior, yet the conductivity is just beginning to
increase.

Electron microscopy showed that heavy iodine doing swelled

the fibrils,

thus increasing the number of fibril contacts and further
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increasing the conductivity.

This explains why the a transition in

(CH)^ is smeared out while the S transition is sharp and a better

indication of the dopant concentration required for the transition,

Park et al. 12 13 investigated the thermopower of trans- [CHI
'

found S unchanged up to y -

yd")
of y.

0.01).

<

For y

0.03.

3 x

10

''^

then S fell steeply for 0,003

0.03 they found S = +18,5

>

From these results they assumed
Our midpoint of yd^"^) =

]
and
y X

7 x 10~^

=

1

jiVK""^

<

and independent

mole % Ij~ (7^(13") =

obtained by slow doping to

very low iodine concentrations is lower than their estimate.
One major difference is Park's lower value of S = 900 + 50 jiVK"^ for

undoped trans-(CH)^ compared to our value of 1450 + 150

One

^iVK"^.

reason may be the higher internal resistance of our apparatus which
would give more accurate readings for samples with low conductivity.

Another possibility is more contamination or accidental doping in their
sample to give lower S.

Upon light doping with AsF^ we observed

in S to about 900 jiVK ^, but this was not observed with iodine.

a

drop

Some

nonuniform reaction with AsF^ may dope the surface of the fibrils and
cause this drop.

For light doping below the SM transition Park et al.
explained their thermopower results in terms of

a

S = +

—
lei

is

at first

dilute concentration

of carriers which hop among a set of localized states.
in this case

12 ' 13

The thermopower

given by the He ikes formula

In ['

']
p

(4.8)
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where kg/e = 86.2 |iVK"^ and p = n/N where n is the number of holes and N
is

the number of sites.

This p is equivalent to y if each dopant

species produces one carrier.

If S = 900 jiVK"^ then p - 10""*, an

estimate of carrier concentration in undoped trans- (CH)^,

This will be

discussed further in the next section.
The He ikes formula preducts

a

linear dependence of S on log

Several data sets of (p, S) calculated from eq.
(10"^, 1000),
is

(10"^, 800),

(4.8)

are

(10'3, 600), and (10~^, 400).

p.

(10"^, 1200),

No transition

predicted, therefore the Heikes formula is not an adequate

description of the thermopower of doped (CH)^.
The thermopower behavior of trans- (CH)^ when exposed to air (Figure
4.9) gave expected results.

Initial air exposure dopes polyacetylene,^^

which should also lower the thermopower, as observed.

With longer air

exposure oxygen covalently adds to the polymer and conductivity
decreases, and upon long exposures

a

thermopower increase was observed.

One puzzling result is that conductivity was affected strongly within
one hour of air exposure while it took three days for thermopower to

reach

a

minimum.

High

had also been observed on polyacetylene powders

S

having high oxygen content.'*^

Intersoliton hopping
should have
<T

a

.

ISH

predicts that pure undoped trans-(CH)^

conductivity of much less than 10

of 10 ^ (Q cm) ^ may be due to accidental doping.

(0 cm)

,

so the high

That putatively

undoped (CH)^ is actually lightly doped was proposed by Ozaki et al.

From diffusion measurements on p-n heterojunctions between undoped
trans.-(CH)^ and n-CdS they estimated an intrinsic charged soliton

concentration in undoped trans-(CH)^ of y^,
= 3.6 x 10 ^.^^
X
cn xn
.

y

measured thermopover and the Heikes formula

a

From the

similar value was

estimated 13 and there is near infrared spectroscopic evidence that
»

charged solitons exist in trans-(CH)^.^^
The source of these charged carriers in undoped (CH)^ may be

catalyst residues.
of titanium of

y^,^

My titanium analyses showed an average mole fraction
= 8.9 x lO"'^, assuming a formula of (CHTiy)^.

has proposed that interaction of ©2 with Ti

3+

Chien

may form charged solitons

in (CH)^ (equation 3.6),'^''

The ISH theoretical curve of log o vs. log y for (CHX ) where X is
y X
a

dopant is shown in Figure 4*13.

concentrations

I

On the abcissa the range of titanium

have observed in (CH)^ films is marked* and on the

ordinate the observed and predicted conductivity ranges for putatively

undoped but intrinsically doped trans- (CH)^ are indicated.
were responsible for formation of

conductivity range would be -5.5
actual

<7

a

<.

If each Ti

charged soliton the expected
The predicted and

-3.5.

log y

ranges overlap, but the lower observed conductivities may be

due to titanium which does not engage in reaction 3.6 or otherwise form

charged solitons.

This argument accounts for the higher conductivity of

undoped trans- (CH)^ than expected by ISH and proposes

a

possible source

of charged solitons in the undoped polymer.

ISH conductivity requires the presence of neutral solitons, charged
solitons, and impurities, and as explained above trans-(CH)^ meets these

requirements so has a = 10"^

with ammonia or amine

<j

(fl

falls to

cm)~^.
<.

—9
10 '

If trans- (CH)^ is compensated
(fl

cm)

—1
,

presumably due to

211

Figure 4.13.

Intersoliton hopping theoretical conductivity of
trans- (CHX

)

y *

.

taken from reference 21.

Observed Ti

concentrations are indicated on the abcissaj

predicted and observed conductivities are marked on
the ordinate.
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213

removal of charged solitons.^

Cis -(CH)^ has no (or very few) neutral

solitons so has a low conductivity.

My isomer ization experiments showed

that neutral solitons are related to conductivity^

the conductivity and

EPR intensity simultaneously increased at the same heating time*

Although the conductivity depends on the number of neutral spins in
undoped (CH)^, these are not the charge carriers as explained by
Shirakawa et al.

The charged solitons in (CH)^ are formed at the time

of polymerization, based on my conductivity measurements immediately

following polymerization.
If it is true that charged solitons are intrinsically present in

- 10
(CH)^
at concentrations of y^^
X
en, lu
y

^

- 10 ^,

then light doping up to

10 ^ should have little or no effect on the conductivity.

The

number of charged solitons added by doping would be negligible compared
to the

intrinsic charged solitons.

every dopant added forms

a

change the number of spins.

Note in equations 3.11 - 3.14 that

charged soliton and light doping does not

Only when the added charged solitons become

equal to or greater than the number of intrinsic ones will the

conductivity be significantly increased.

This simple explanation

accounts qualitatively for the conductivity of lightly doped trans- (CH)^
(Figure 4.1)

Note in Figure 4.1 that the conductivity of cis- [CH(I^)y]^ begins to
increase at y ~ 10~^,
isomer.

a

couple orders of magnitude lower than the trans

This suggests that the intrinsic carrier concentration would be

of that order.

The titanium content is the same as trans- (CH)^ but

reaction 3.6 or some other source of charged solitons has lower
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probability because of the lower concentration of neutral solitons and
their low mobility (discussed in Chapter III).

For the first time conductivity data are available for lightly doped
trans-(CH)^, and these should be compared to the predictions of ISH.

Eivelson's conductivity equation 21 is

e^Y(T)

,

-2BRo^

t

'

^

K

^^n ^ ^ch'

where A = 0.45 and B = 1.39 are theoretically derived dimensionless
constants.

The dimens ionally averaged decay length for

the wavefunction decay length,

length (5|| =

where

7ja

a,

is 3.54 X 10

based on

a

cm.

depends on the in chain electron decay

^,

(^j^

N = 850

is

= 2.3 X).

the Boltzman constant k is 1.38 z 10

—19

y(T)

C.

is a

^

where

1r

=

5

^^)^^^,

—23

The temperature T is 298 K,

JK

—1

and the electron charge e

complicated thermal average of the

electron-phonon coupling function.

^(T\ - 500 eV
y(T)

Since

the number of carbons per chain and is

molecular weight of 11,000.^^

is 1.60 X 10

soliton, i.e.

= lattice parameter = 1.2 X) and the out of

chain electron decay length
^

a

Eivelson estimates

T i lO
[3^]
r

-rt.
(4.10)

= 6,56 x 10'"^^ eVs, so y(T) = 7.13 x 10^"^

s"-*".

This is related

to the hopping frequency.

Rq,

the average separation between dopants;

of neutral solitons; and

7^^^*

y^^,

the mole fraction

the mole fraction of charged solitons are
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obtained from my experiments.
y^^,

Double integration of EPR spectra gives

and for undoped trans-(CH)^,

= 2.63 x 10"^.

y^^

content is the sum of intrinsic charged solitons
soltions added by doping

^ch =

^chan

is found

(y^-^

The charged soliton

(y^j^ ^j^)

and charged

add^'

<4-ll)

^ch^add

by assuming each charged soliton has associated with it an

impurity.

=

(

—)

(4.12)

where C.im = N y^,
and N = 5.56 x 10^^ carbons/cm^
^ cn
The only adjustable parameter is
= 3.60 x 10 ^ is used,

al.,^^ y^^
lO"-*-^

(Q cm)"-^ is too low.

titanium analyses, then log
(CH)^.

Therefore

y^-^

If the value of Ozaki, et

y^j^

the calculated conductivity of

= 8.9 x 10"^ is used based on
If y^.
^ cn» in
.

<y

= -3.05 is too high for undoped trans-

was chosen as 3.2 x 10"^ to give the undoped

value of log a = -5.5, closest to the observed.

It is a reasonable

assumption that not all of the titanium will react to form charged
solitons, and therefore y^^
should be less than the titanium content.
cn , Xn
The theoretical ISH conductivity assuming

y^j^

in

= 3.2 X 10

compared with the measured conductivity of trans- [CH ( I^ )
4.14.

For y

<

10~^,

is

in Figure

the conductivity is not affected because y^j^ is

constant (and therefore R^ is unchanged).

Above y = 10 ^, a increases

216

Figure 4.14.

Intersoliton hopping theoretical conductivity
assuming

y^j^

= 3.2 x 10 ^ (dashed line).

Solid

curve is measured conductivity of trans- [CH( Iq )].
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rapidly due mainly to the exponential dependence on R^.

Around log y =

-2 the ISH o begins to decrease because of the rapidly falling y^ (see

Figure 3.22).
The theoretical ISH curve predicts a a transition at
ten times lower than observed.

added acting as

actually begin to fail at
the log a vs.

log,

lower concentration.

a

dopant level

This may be due to not all of the iodine

ISH clearly fails at

dopant.

a

a

y = -2, but it may

The slight decrease in

log y slope around log y = -3 coincides with the onset of

falling spin population.

The temperature dependent conductivity

measurements in Chapter V will further evaluate the validity of ISH.
Based on these results^ the measured a(y) behavior agrees quite well

Only one parameter, y^v

with predicted ISH.

was adjustable, and

this was within the narrow limits of experimental estimates.

The ISH model predicts

S = +

where kg/

(kg/lel)

lei

a

21
temperature independent thermopower:

((x+2)/2 + ln(y^/y^i^)]

(4.13)

= 86.2 ^iVK"^ and x is the exponent in equation 4.10.

the slope of the log o vs.

log T plot Moses et al.^^ let x = 13,

substituted S = 850 ^VK"-^ in equation 4.13 and found Yj^/Yq^

undoped trans- (CH)^.
estimated

y^j^

~

measurements.^^

3 x

From EPR they found
10"^,

From

y^^

=

10 for

—4

3

x 10 ^ so they

in agreement with heterojunction

However if the thermopower value of S = 1450

inserted in equation 4.13 the result is

Y^^IYq-^

|iVK ^

^ 10 4 for undoped trans-

(CH)^, which gives a charged soliton concentration a few orders of

magnitude lower than estimated.

is

The ISH model predicts
is

a

very weak dependence of

S on y /y ^.
n cn

This

in agreement with the observation on that light doping of trans-(CH)^

does not significantly change the thermopower.

ISH does not predict

a

sharp thermopower transition, however the observed transition may occur

around a dopant concentration where ISH is replaced by another transport

For undoped trans- (CH)^ and trans -[CH(I^)Q

mechanism.

0057-'x

*

temperature independent thermopower was found, in agreement with ISH

predictions

D.

12

Percolation
Attempts were made to predict the conductivity of tCIHCI^)^]^.

There

are two general equations depending whether the volume fraction of the

conducting phase (6) is greater or less than some critical volume

fraction (i^)
c

For 6

<

i^.

- 6)'^

a = a'

and for i

0 =

(4.14)

>

(«5

where a^, a^,

- i^)""

s,

The exponents

(4.15)

and

t

s

and

are constants
t

27 ' 52
.

are universal constants with

1.6 for 3-dimens ional randomly placed particles.

s

= 0.7 and

6. depends on the

t

=
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dimensionality of the system, the arrangement of particles, the degree
of dispersion, and in general the morphology of the system,

and

contain details of the charge transport mechanism, and can only be

calculated if

a

specific conduction mechanism is known and specific

models are followed.
Since the transport mechanism and morphology are not known

CO

these values will be chosen
sufficiently to calculate y„, a^, and a',
o
to fit experimental data,

The equations for y

meaning.

<T

y- (4.13) and y

>

y^ (4.14) are

s

log (y^ - y)

(4.16)

= log Oq +

t

log (y - y^)

(4.17)

<Tq

= 0.7 and

where

s

10

and log

,

<

-

log a = log

log

and therefore they will have no physical

t

= 1.6 are universal constants,

y^ was chosen as 1 z

= -7.60 was chosen to give the undoped conductivity

closest to measured value.

Log

= 2.20 was chosen to give the correct

conductivity around the midpoint of the transition.
Figure 4.15 shows the percolation conductivities calculated from
equations 4.16 and 4.17 along with the experimental trans- [CHd^)^]^.
The calculated curve shows a much sharper transition than experimental,
and any agreement is meaningless because three parameters were adjusted,

without regard to physical meaning, to achieve the fit.

Unless the

constants can be calculated the percolation model cannot be considered
valid.
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Figure 4.15.

Percolation conductivity calculated from equations
4.13 and 4.14 witli log 0^ = -7.60, log
= 0.7,

t

= 1.6,

and

<t^

= 2.20,

= 1 x 10"^ (dashed line).

Solid curve is measured conductivity of trans[CH(l3)y]^.

s

6

-5

-4

-3
log

-2

y

-1
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E*

Conclusions
These results, along with EPR, demonstrate that uniform doping can

be achieved for cis- and trans-polyacetylene with iodine and trans- (CH)^

with arsenic pentaf luor ide if done properly.
is sharp,

occurring over about

concentration.

a

The thermopower transition

twofold increase in dopant

The conductivity transition is more smeared out because

of interfibril contributions, however the S and a transitions occur at
the same dopant concentration.
iod ine to the

s ame

Cis - and trans- polvacetvlenes doped with

leve Is in the trans i t ional re g ime have the

s ame

conductivities
The conductivity of undoped and doped polyacetylenes can be

explained in terms of intersoliton hopping«

A likely source of

intrinsic charged soli tons is titanium catalyst res idue
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CHAPTER

V

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT CONDUCTIVITY

I.

Introduction

There are various theories of transport in amorphous semiconductors
and these may be distinguished by the temperature behavior of the

conductivity.

Temperature dependent conductivity of undoped and doped

polyacetylene had been studied extensively, though not at low doping
This chapter will begin with

levels.

a

survey of some proposed

conduction mechanisms followed by a summary of some relevant
results for (CH)^ found in the literature.

(t(T)

Results of variable

temperature conductivity of cis- and trans- (CH)^ lightly doped with
iodine will be presented in part II and discussed in part III.

A.

Survey of Conduction Mechanisms
For

a

crystalline semiconductor the density of states terminates

sharply at the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum to
produce

a

well-defined band gap; the Fermi level

is

usually at the

middle of the gap and is the highest occupied level at 0 K.

Within the

bands the states are extended, meaning the wave function occupies the
entire volume.
In amorphous solids the conf igurational disorder causes fluctuations
in potential leading to localized states in the gap.

Also the band

edges are not sharp but fall off so the gap between the top of the

valence band and bottom of the conduction band becomes

228

a

pseudo-gap.

229
These localized states in Fieure
5 1 are
ar-c shaded.
^v,^^^a
rigure 3.1

ti.

The various conduction

mechanisms differ in the nature of the
localized states.

This

discussion is based on Chien's book.^

Thermally activated hoppin. to extenH^^ ......

thi3 mechanism

electrons are excited from localized
states into extended states beyond
the mobility edge.

The logarithm of conductivity has

Activated hoppiuR in hand tails

.

a

dependence.

If wave functions are localized

conduction can occur by hopping between
states in the band tails.

A

phonon exchanges with an electron to
provide energy for the hopping, and
log a vs. T"^ is linear.^

Polaron hoppiny
lattice distortion.

.

A polaron

is

an electron or charge carrier plus

a

In trans-(CH)^ polarons are converted
to the lower

energy state of neutral and charged solitons
(equation 5.1).2

Such

a

conversion cannot take place in cis-(CH)^
(equation 5.2) which lacks the

degeneracy needed for solitons to exist.

A polaron cannot move without

changing the positions of neighboring atoms.

It can only hop from one

lattice site to another equivalent one with energy
coming from phonons.
The conductivity is proportional to

Variable rauRe hoppiuR (VRH)

.

T"-*^.^

In VRH each wavefunction is confined

to a small space and states are localized
near the Fermi energy;

electron hops between these localized states.^
dimensions, log a vs. T'^^^ is linear.

For hopping in three

The general form of the

conductivity for VRH is a ~ exp[-(T^,/T)^/(<*+l>] where
d
dimensionality.

the

is

the

For one-dimensional VRH, d = 1 and log a - T'^^^.^

Intersoliton hopping

.

The conductivity due to ISH is described by

230

Figure 5.1*

Band structure of an amorphous semiconductor shoving

localized states and band tailing (shaded areas).

231

N(E)

E

232

/\AAAA/W\
0'-

X
(5.1)

a/wwaAa
X"

(5.2)

equation 4.9.^

From equation 4.10 it

is

seen that y(T) - T^^ so

a

plot

of log a vs. log T should be linear with a slope of about 10, and this

slope should be independent of dopant concentration.

Fluctuation induced tunnel ine

.

This mechanism takes place in the

percolation or metallic island model described in Chapter IV.
critical concentration
thresholdf log

<y

(rf^,

^ T-1/2

volume fraction) for the percolation
For volume fractions of metallic domains

above the critical value, log a ^ T"^^^.
-T^/ (T+Tq) where

and

For 6

6^,
c

a

log a

are constants.^

Variable range hopping among soliton-like states
requires

Below the

.

This mechanism

dense array of solitons near the Fermi energy, and is similar

to VRH except the hopping takes place among soliton states rather than

localized states.

The predicted behavior is a ^ x~^^^ exp(T~^^^).

In

this chapter plots will be of log (T^^^/R) vs. t"^/^ 6,7

Table 5.1 lists the conduction mechanisms and their temperature

dependences.^

Note that different mechanisms have the same temperature

dependence, and more than one temperature behavior may fit the metallic
island mechanism.

It is also likely that a given set of data may seem

to fit one temperature function equally well as another.

Therefore a

study of the temperature dependence of conductivity alone

is

sufficient to determine the mechanism in effect.

not always

Additional experiments

such as frequency dependent a.c. conductivity and thermopower may be
necessary.

However,

a

a(T) experiment can serve to eliminate invalid

mechanisms, and thus narrow the list of possibilities.

)
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Table 5.1

Expected Conductivity vs. Temperature Behaviors for
Various Conduction Mechanisms

Thermally activated hopping
to extended states

log a vs. T

Activated hopping in band tails

-1
log 0 vs. T

Polaron hopping

a vs. T"^

1-D Variable range hopping

l-og

a vs. T"^/^

3-D Variable range hopping

log

<T

Var i ab 1 e range hopp ing among
soli ton-like states

log (<T-T^/^) vs. T'^^'*

Intersoliton hopping

log

Flue tuat ion- indue ed tunne 1 ing
(metallic islands

log a vs. T

-1

<y

vs. T"^/^

vs.

log

T

6

<

6^

log a vs. T"^/^, 6

>

6,

-Tl
log a vs

T+T

c

Review of the Literature
It is important in studying a(T) to plot the data in all functional

forms to determine the best fit*

Such type of evaluation* however, has

not always been done, so evidence in support of one mechanism does not

necessarily rule out others.

The a(T) results of cis- and trans-

[CH(I^)^]^ will be summarized here, and some other systems will be

briefly mentioned.
Trans-(CH)

For undoped trans-(CH)^, Epstein et al.^*^ and Moses

.

et al.^^ found good fits for both log R vs. T~^^^ and log R vs. log T.

The slope of the T

plot, however, was one hundred times larger than

typically found for amorphous semiconductors, but the slope of the log R
vs.

log T plot was 13 - 14, close to the ISH prediction of 10.

Trans-(CH) ^ +

Epstein et al.^ lightly doped trans-(CH)^ with

trace of iodine and found the best a(T) fit was log a vs. log T with

slope of 14.

estimated to be -4.19.
occurs by ISH for y

<

ydj

)

was

Therefore it was concluded that conduction
0.001.

At intermediate dopant concentrations of y = 0.006 and y = 0.014

Epstein et al.^'^ found that log
concluded that for 0,01

<

y

<

(T^^^<j)

vs. T~^^^ was linear and

0.05 conduction occurs by VRH among

soli ton-like states

For heavily doped (CH)^ it was observed that a ~ log T at low
temperatures and log a ^

1115

a

No dopant concentration was measured but from the measured

conductivity and the ISH equation (equation 4.9) log

al.

a

concluded that for y(l3

higher temperatures.
—
)

>

Epstein et

0.05 ciarge transport is

.

characterized by disorderd metallic behavior.
Ehinger et al.^ found three types of behavior for trans- [CH(I^)
o
For y
0.05

—1/2
^ was linear and 1-D VRH was assumed.
0.05, log 0 vs. T

<

<

y

<

]
y X

.

For

0.15, log 0 vs. T~^^^ was linear and the conduction was

believed to be by 3-D VRH,

At y

>

0.15

a

power law 0 -

was observed,

often seen for dirty metals.

Audenart et al.^^ found log 0 vs. T~^^^ dependence for trans-

[CHdj)^]^, y = 0.11 and y = 0.19.
the log 0 vs. T

However for y = 0.03 and y = 0.29

dependence did not fit.

This was interpreted as

three-dimensional semiconducting islands separated by potential

barriers
In early work Chiang et al.^^ found plots of log 0 vs.
give straight line behavior for trans- CCHd^)^ 1
o y X
^

0.0043

.

<

T"-^

did not

y

0.0063.

<

However plotting log 0 vs. T"^^^ or T~^^^ give nearly linear results.
These results are summarized in Figure 5.2.

There are clearly

different types of behavior at different doping levels, with some type
of VRH at intermediate levels and metallic-like behavior at high levels.

My interest in this chapter

is

at low levels of doping, y

conclusion of Epstein et al. 9 that conduction at y

<

10

10

<

—3
is

.

The

by ISH was

based on one lightly doped sample whose composition was unknown; more
rigorous tests need to be done.

Cis-(CH)^

.

The conductivity of undoped cis -(CH)^ as

function of

a

temperature has not been measured, however Epstein compensated 70%
trans -(CH)
log 0 vs.

with ammonia and claimed it was like cis- (CH)
log T, T"^''^, and

T""*"

all fit equally

well.-*"

g
.

Plots of
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Summary of proposed conduction mechanisms for trans-

Figure 5.2.

[CH(Io)
o
9;

.

14;

(d)
(h)

1^;
y X

(a)

ref.

7;

reference 10; (b) ref.
(e)

ref. 13.

ref.

12:

(f)

ref. 4;

8;

(c)

(g)

ref.

ref.

—
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•^^^
S
y=o
ISH
(a).(b)

r

4

—

^

10

^

3

,

J

2

ISH
rc)

disordered

soliton

rnetal

states

(e)

(d)
«

%

urn

1-D

VRH

(f)

e

3-D

dirty

VRH

metal
(f)

1-D or 3-D

VRH
(9)

3-D
disordered
semiconductor
(h)

Cis-(CH) ^ +

Epstein et al.

I ^,

6 7

For cis-ICHdj)^]^, y = 0.011 and y = 0.016,

found similar results as trans- (CH)^ doped to those

'

levels* also suggesting VRB among soliton-like states.

Sichel et

al.-*"^

found log a vs. T"^/^ for cis-CCHdj)^]^. y =

0.0025, 0.0033, and 0.0070, and concluded conduction by three-

dimensional variable range hopping.

For cis- [CH(Ij)^1^. Ehinger et al.^ found identical results as
trans

:

1-D VRH for y

metal for y

>

0.15,

<

0.05, 3-D VRH for 0.05

<

y

<

0.15, and dirty

The proposed conduction mechanisms for cis-

[CHd^)^]^ are summarized in Figure 5.3.
Other dopants

.

Studies on a(T) of polyacetylene doped with other

dopants have been done, and
Sichel et
10 ^.

al.-*-^'-^^

a

few of these will be mentioned here.

doped cis-(CH)^ with various agents to 10"^ i y 1

For iodine and bromine, log R vs. t~^^^ dependence was found, and
-1 /5

for IrCl^ and AsF^, log R vs. T

was found.

difference to the linear geometry of
octahedral geometry of IrCl^

—2

and AsF^

and Br^
—
.

They attributed this
compared to the large

For cis- (CH)^ doped with

FeClj they found a temperature dependence of log R intermediate between

For trans- (CH)^ doped with FeCl^* Przybylski et al.
(^y.jl/2j

V

<

1/2.

found log

j-1/4 dependence for y = 0.003, 0.008, and 0.0185, implying

VRH among soliton states.
<

17

For higher y they found log a

T

^

with 1/4

240

Figure 5.3.

Summary of proposed conduction mechanisms for cis[CH(l3)y]^:
4.

(a)

refs. 6, 7:

(b)

ref.

15;

(c)

ref.
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—

log y
I

y=o

r

2

4

^

VRH
among

soli

1

ton

states
(a)

3-D

VRH
(b)

1-D

VRH
(c)

3-D

VRH

(c)

dirty
rmeial

(c

)
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II*

Results

Trans- (CH)^ + Iodine

A.

Temperature dependent conductivities of trans- [CH(I^)y]^ with 2.6 x
10

—6
<

y

<

1-4 X 10

~2

were measured as described in Chapter II.

The

minimum temperature at which useful data could be obtained was reached
when the sample resistance was similar to the resistance of the sapphire
sample holder.

For y

>

2 x 10

—3

data were available down to 85 K, for

example, but for y = 2.6 x 10 ^, conductivities could be measured down
to only 200 K.

The maximum temperature was 300 E.

For each sample, logarithm of resistance was plotted versus log T,
^-1/2^

rj,-!^

[T^/2/R] vs. T'^/^ was also plotted.

^®

Figure 5.4 shows plots of sample 166-lb, trans- [CH(I2)q
0044^x*

log R vs. log T plot is linear over the whole temperature range of 300 K
to 86 K.

The log R vs. t~^^^ plot seems fairly linear at high and low

temperatures but there is

a

change of slope in the middle.

The other

functions clearly do not give linear fits; the best fit is Figure 5.4a,
the power law.

Log R vs. x~^^^ is plotted for sample 139-2a, trans-

[^(1^)2 6xl0"^^x

Figure 5.5.

The dots are original data points and

the triangles are resistances corrected with equation 2.11.

This

correction does not significantly extend the useful data to lower
temperatures, but the corrected resistance was used for all plots.

For

such samples with data over a limited temperature range it was often not

possible to distinguish the function with the best fit.

Other data will not be plotted here, but results are listed in Table
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Figure 5.4.

of trans
Temperature dependent conductivity

[CH(l3)o.o044].=
(c)

log R vs.

log [T^/^/R] vs. T"^^'^.

^'

^
(d)

log R vs. T"!;

^
(e)
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d
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Figure 5.5.

Log resistance vs. T
10-«Jx-

for trans-[CH(IO^ ^
o 2.0 z

250

The third column lists the lowest temperature at which data could

5.2.

be obtained without interference of the sapphire sample holder which had
a

resistance of ca*

6 z

10^^

The temperature dependence was

fi.

determined by the best eye fit» and was also checked for some samples by
a

linear least squares analysis.

Table 5.3 compares these two methods

of determining the best temperature function of the resistance.

When

one fit seemed best by eye,

When

this was confirmed by the analysis.

more than one plot fit equally well by eye the analysis could not

distinguish between them.

The best computer fit was based on the linear

correlation coefficient, which for perfect correlation is + 1.0000.
For some samples in Table 5.2 the best temperature dependence could
be clearly determined, and these are indicated without a footnote.

other samples, especially with data over

a

For

limited temperature range,

one function fit slightly better than the other and these are marked

with

a

footnote.

equally well.

For the most lightly doped samples all plots fit

The slopes of log R vs.

log T plots will be discussed in

section III.

Activation energies for conductivity (in eV) were determined for all
samples from the slope of log R vs. 1/T plots at room temperature:

= 2.303'kg*slope

with kg = 8.63 x 10

^

eV K ^.

(5.3)

Activation energies for conductivity of

trans-ECHd^)^]^ are plotted in Figure 5.6 versus log
Park et al. 18 are included.

y.

Some data of

.

252

Table 5.2

Temperature Dependent Conductivity of trans-ICHdj)
Sample

log y

Lowest T

]

)

(K)

Temperature
Dependence

y = 0

245

(a)

17

0.40

139-2a

-5.58

205

(a)

18

0.40

139-lb

-5.18

210

(a)

16

0.35

15

0.32

#

107

(I3

]

log R vs. log T
Slope

m

E

^

139-lc

-4.88

165

log R vs.

135-lb

-3.10

160

log R vs. T^^^

12

0.26

135-2b

-2.98

110

log R vs.

log T

11

0.23

166-la

-2.66

85

log R vs.

log T

7.3

0.16

166-lb

-2.36

85

log R vs. log T

5.0

0.12

135-2C

-2,28

115

166-lc

-1.84

85

(^)aii plots fit

e qually

<^>log (T^/2/R) vs
<<^>log R vs.

T

T-l/-* fits

log T^^^

log R vs. T^'^
(d)

well over this temperature range.
fits less well.
less well

No plot fits well enough.

0.090
0.042
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Table 5.3

Comparison of Best Eye Fits with Best Computer Fits

Sample #

Best Eye Fit(s)

Best Computer Fit(s)

166-lb

log R vs. log T

log R vs.

log T

166-la

log R vs. log T.

log R vs.

log T,

log R vs. T"^/"*

log R vs. T

log R vs. T

log R vs. T

log (T^/^/R) vs. T'^^^

log R vs. T"^^^,

135-2C

-1/4

-1/2

log (T^/^/R) vs. T"^/^

166-lc

-1/2

log R vs. T

-1

log R vs. T

-1/2

log R vs. T

-1

log R vs. T

254

Figure 5.6.

Activation energy for conductivity of trans-

[CHdj)^]^ versus log
reference 18.

y.

Triangles are data from

255

log

y

(I3

)

256

Cis-(CH)^ + I2

B.

Temperature dependent conductivity was measured on four samples of
cis- CCHdj)^]^ lightly doped with iodine (log y = -3.30, -2.88, -2,80,

-2.23).

More lightly doped samples could not be studied over any

significant temperature range.

The more heavily doped samples studied

by others were described earlier in this chapter.

Results are listed in

Table 5.4,
For the most lightly doped sample (log y = -3.30) all functional

plots fit equally well, and for log y = -2,88 three plots fit equally
For log y = -2.80 and log y = -2.23, log R vs.

well.
vs.

f^^^

vs. T

-1/4

,

and log R

respectively fit the best, however the fit of log (T-^^^/R)
was almost as good.

Ill,

Discussion

Trans- (CH)^ + I2

A.

From the results listed in Table 5.2 it

T

T""*"^^

is

is

clear that log a vs, log

the dominant temperature dependence of conductivity of trans- (CH)^

lightly doped with iodine, and this suggests the intersoliton hopping

conduction mechanism for trans-tCHdj)^]^, log y

<.

-2,36.

This confirms

the observation of Epstein et al.^ that ISH holds for trans- (CH)^ doped

with

a

trace of iodine.

For undoped trans -(CH)^ and trans -(CH)^ doped with

a

trace of

iodine, a.c. conductivity was found to be linear with frequency with

slope of 0,8,
ff

ac

in agreement with ISH predictions.

was independent of

f

indicating

a

For log y(l3

)

>

a

-2.5,

different conduction mechanism,

257

Table 5.4

Temperature Dependent Conductivity of cis- [CH(I>>)

Lowest T

]

Sample
a

log y
(I3")

108-2d

-3.30

230

(a)

0.21

108-le

-2.88

100

(b)

0.10

108-2f

-2.80

90

T-1/4 (c)

0.13

108-2g

-2.23

85

T-1/2

(K)

Temperature
Liepenaence

(c)

^act
vev

0.021

^^^All plots fit equally well over this temperature range,

^^'log R vs. T'^''^, log R vs. log T, and log (T^/'^m vs. T-1/4 ^.^
equally well.

^^^log (T^^^/R) vs. T"^^"* fits less well.
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Tlie

change in temperature dependence of a around that iodine

concentration also supports

a

change in mechanism*

This change in

conduction mechanism occurs at the same doping level where other
properties are changing.

I

have observed the conductivity and

thermoelectric power transitions at this concentration,
21
decrease in EPR intensity.

20

along with

a

Recently Kivelson and Epstein 22 reported

that the mechanism in lightly doped trans-(CH)^ changes from ISH to

variable range hopping among solitons around y = 0.01, 22

The mechanism

at log y ~ -2 cannot be resolved with my results presented in Table 5.2,

therefore the controversy illustrated in Figure 5.2 remains.
One problem with the ISH conclusion is the changing slopes of the
log R vs. log T plots with y (Table 5.2); ISH predicts a slope of about
10 that is independent of dopant concentration.

The slope comes from

the temperature dependence of y(T) which is due solely to the dynamic

disorder associated with the soliton motion with the assTimption that
each site is equivalent.

y(T) should not depend on the distance between

impurities nor the concentration of solitons.

However y(T)

is

a

complicated thermal average of the electron-phonon coupling function,
and y(T) ~ T^^ is only an estimate.^

Based on the available data and

theories, ISH is the most likely mechanism for lightly doped trans(CH)^.

Measurements that should be done on these lightly doped samples are
a.c. conductivities as a function of frequency and temperature;

results could be compared to ISH predictions.

these

This was attempted,

23,24
however contact problems gave spurious results at high frequencies.
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The high resistances of lightly doped samples, especially at low

temperatures, presented measurement problems, and at higher temperatures
a

dependence of

or^^^

on

f

may not be observed until frequencies around

10^ Hz.^^

B.

Cis-(CH)^ + I2

Unfortunately cis- (CH)^ lightly doped with iodine could not be
studied due to the high resistivity of these samples.
to -3
a

<

log y(l3)

<

For samples doped

-2, a single behavior was not observed, but instead

few which were indistinguishable.

Figure 5.3 lists three behaviors

seen for intermediate doping levels, and

I

have observed all three (log

R vs. T"^^^, log R vs. T"^^^, and log (T^''^/R) vs. T"^^"^), as shown in
Table 5.4.

An added complication is that Epstein had observed different

behaviors for two samples cut from the same piece of cis [CH(I3)q 012-'x'

^®

variable behaviors may suggest that

<y(T)

sensitive to the methods of sample preparation and handling.

is

However

Sichel et al.^^ claim that only the room temperature conductivity but
not its temperature dependence is affected by doping conditions.
these new results the controversy regarding

<j(T)

From

of cis- LCHd^)^]^^

cannot be resolved.
Since the room temperature a(y) behaviors of cis - and trans

[CH(I,)
o

y ]^X

are nearly identical for y

>

10

it would be reasonable

to

expect the same conduction mechanisms and therefore the same a(T)
behavior.

Results suggest some type of variable range hopping at this

intermediate level, but whether it is 1-D VRH, 3-D VRH, or VRH among

soliton states cannot be definitively stated.
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C.

Conclusions
Temperature dependent conductivities of cis - and trans- [CH(I^)y]^,

log y

<

-2 were measured.

log y

<

-2.3 and

a

For the trans- isomer results support ISH for

change to a VRH mechanism around that doping level.

The conflicts concerning a(T) of both isomers doped to intermediate
levels could not be resolved.
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CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSION

I.

Summary of Important Results

For the first time paramagnetic and transport properties have been

measured on lightly doped polyacetylenes

.

The results depended on the

isomer of the polymer and the identity of the dopant, and some chemical
and physical changes upon doping can be explained.

Pronounced differences were observed in the EPR saturation
characteristics of undoped cis- and trans- (CH)^, and these can be
ascribed to the high mobility of neutral solitons in trans- (CH)^ and
solitons confined to small domains in cis- (CH)^.

That light iodine

doping decreased the spin-lattice relaxation time of trans--(CH)^

is

further evidence of soliton mobility and also suggests uniform doping.

From the effect of doping on the EPR intensity, doping reactions
were proposed involving formation and annihilation of neutral solitons
and formation of charged solitons.

Cis - and trans - [CH ( I^ )^]^ and trans -

[CHCAsF^)^]^ are uniformly doped as evidenced by the decrease in EPR

intensity around y = 10"^.
in intensity at y = 10

however showed an increase
Cis -[CH(AsFg)_.]_
J y x

and superimpo sable signals at low AsF^ levels,

suggesting nonunif ormity of doping.

Uniformly doped polyacetylenes exhibited sharp conductivity
transitions and even sharper thermopower transitions at y

^

* /\

10

—3
.

T
In

nonuniformly doped samples such conductivity transitions were not
observed.

With low level doping levels these transitions were more

clearly defined and were shown to occur at lower dopant concentrations
263
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than previously estimated.

The conductivity of trans- (CH)^ can be

explained by the intersoliton hopping mechanism which requires the

participation of both neutral and charged solitons.

Theoretical

predictions are in fair agreement with experimental results for trans[CH(l3)y],.

Temperature dependence of conductivity was used to evaluate possible

conduction mechanisms.
vs.

For trans- [CHd^)^-]^* y

log T behavior supports the ISH mechanism.

the temperature dependence changes

,

<

5

x 10

,

the log R

At higher doping levels

probably due to some type of

variable range hopping*

II.

Utility of This Work

Techniques have been developed here for very light doping with
iodine and arsenic pentaf luoride» and the procedures and detection

techniques (12-125 for iodine, atomic absorption spectrometry for
arsenic) employed here are now being used in other systems.

Copolymers

of acetylene^ are being doped using these methods as are polyacetylenes

These results have also encouraged the

of various molecular weights.

3
development of techniques for low level electrochemical doping.

Once the above samples are prepared (both cis and trans isomers) the
same battery of tests I have done are performed:

function of y and sometimes as

a

function of T.

EPR,

<r,

and S as a

The results of my

studies on doped cis - and trans- (CH)^ films of molecular weight 11,000
are the basis of discussing results on these new systems.

From this work

a

method was developed to uniformly dope trans-(CH)^
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with AsF^.

Observations that doped samples of the same composition, but

prepared with different doping rates, had conductivities differing by
couple orders of magnitude led to this development.

a

It is possible that

disputes in the literature arise from different doping methods.
One problem with research on polyacetylene and other conducting

polymers is sometimes poor communication between chemists and

experimental physicists.

In some cases samples that are prepared in one

laboratory are sent to another laboratory, which could be some distance
away,

for measurements.

The treatment of samples in transit is

a

concern because of the sensitivity of these polymers to oxygen and heat.
One factor that perhaps is not always appreciated is changes in the
sample upon storage.

I

have observed that some samples doped with

iodine or arsenic pentaf luoride, when stored under argon or in

a

sealed

evacuated tube at -78**C, showed decreases in conductivity by one or two
orders of magnitude after one or two months.

Whether this was due to

reaction of the dopant or to small amounts of oxygen
detailed aging studies were not done.

is unknown,

since

Undoped (CH)^ when stored for

several months also sometimes showed low conductivity.
the need for strict quality control, care in handling,

This emphasizes
and the use of

fresh samples.

III.

Future Related Work

To unambiguously determine and completely understand the conduction

mechanisms in undoped and doped polyacetylenes

,

the following

measurements of transport properties should be done, at least as

a

266

minimum requirement.
function of y, 10"^

The d.c. conductivity should be studied as
<

Y

<

lO""^

and T at least down to 80 K.

Thermoelectric power should also be measured as
over those same ranges.

a

a

function of y and T

Also, a.c, conductivity should be measured as

function of y and T with frequencies of 0

<

f

<

10^ Hz.

a

Table 6.1 lists

measurements completed for trans - [CH(I^ )] and points out those yet to
J y X
be done.

The two sets of measurements remaining to be done on trans -(CH)^

lightly doped with iodine are S(T) and a^^(f,T).
ac

At the time of this

work the thermopower apparatus was not equipped for variable temperature
but now is.

The a.c. conductivity measurements were attempted but

experimental problems were encountered at these low doping levels,

especially at low temperatures.
A similar battery of tests as listed in Table 6.1, along with EPR
saturation and intensity studies should be performed on

electrochemically doped (CH)^ and n-type doped (CH)^.

Similar transport

and paramagnetic behavior are expected to be observed, and this would be
the first attempt to verify ISH in n-doped (CH)^.
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Table 6.1

Transport Properties Studied of Trans-[CH(I^)

Room Temperature Properties
^d c
S

(y)

y

10"^
<.

]

y

>

10 ^

(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(a)

(d)

Variable Temperature Properties
-d.c.
<^a.c.

<T.f)

S (T)

(a) This work*

(c)

reference 4«

(b)

References

5

,

6.

(c)

References

7,

8.

(d)

References

5,

9,

(e)

Reference

9.

10,

(e)

11.
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